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ABSTRACT
The single crystal silicon-on-insulator thin film materials system represents both an ideal
model system for the study of anisotropic thin film dewetting as well as a technologically
important system for the development of the next generation of MOSFET devices.
The scientific community has misinterpreted the mechanism behind SOI dewetting,
attributing it to a stress-driven instability. In this work, we characterize and measure the
kinetics and geometry of thermally-activated dewetting in ultra-thin SOI films as a
function of SOI thickness, crystallographic patterned-edge orientation, and temperature.
Using experimental data and physical reasoning, we strongly argue against the previously
existing scientific consensus that SOI dewetting is a stress-driven instability and present a
5-step isotropic surface-energy-driven dewetting model based upon the capillary film
edge instability and the generalized Rayleigh instability, in which we integrate existing
theories and in addition develop an expression for the edge retraction distance during the
initial uniform edge thickening and retraction phase of dewetting at a patterned mesa
edge for the first time, predicting a square root dependence with time and an inverse
power dependence on film thickness. In our study, we observe and quantify the kinetics
of the initial edge retraction dewetting mechanism experimentally for the first time and
confirm the square root time dependence and inverse power law film thickness
dependence predicted by our new model. We also quantify the edge dewetting front
propagation velocity in SOI and determine that it depends on the negative third power of
the film thickness, agreeing with the prediction of Jiran and Thompson and with our
model. We also extract an activation energy for the edge dewetting front propagation
velocity of 2.9+-0.3eV, in reasonable agreement with reported values for Si surface
diffusion on (111) planes. Furthermore, we present for the first time an anisotropic model
for void finger propagation that is able to accurately explain the detailed anisotropic
dewetting geometries observed in SOI dewetting. A technique for stabilizing ultra-thin
SOI films, dielectric layer edge coverage, is also demonstrated that may prove useful to
enable the stabilization of ultra-thin SOI films during fully-depleted SOI transistor
fabrication. We also report on the effect of Ge coverage on SOI dewetting kinetics.
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As materials dimensions shrink into the nanoscale, surface effects become
increasingly important and will tend to dominate materials behavior in structures with
sufficiently small dimensions. This is due to the geometrical fact that the surface area-to-
volume ratio of a structure scales with the inverse of the structure's characteristic
dimension, re, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. For this simple reason, nanoscale structures
possess an immense amount of surface energy and thus have an extremely high driving
force to evolve morphologically to lower their surface energy. This presents major
challenges for the fabrication of ever-shrinking nanodevices and also, interestingly,
presents the opportunity to use surface-energy-driven instabilities to fabricate useful
nanostructures. Friend or foe: surface-energy-driven morphological evolution will
become ever more important as we continue to dive deeper into the realm of
nanotechnology.
Dewetting in ultra-thin (< 30nm) silicon-on-insulator (SOI) films has emerged as
a very important example of this increased susceptibility of nanometer-scale structures to
surface-energy-driven morphological instabilities. This surface-energy-driven layer
instability has significant implications both for furthering our understanding of the basic
science of surface-energy-driven morphological instabilities, as well as for the
development of the next generation of integrated circuit (IC) technology.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the increase in the surface area-to-volume ratio with decreasing characteristic
materials dimension in: a.) a spherical particle with radius R, and b.) a thin film with thickness t. As
characteristic materials dimensions shrink into the nanoscale, this simple geometrical effect causes surface
effects to dominate materials behavior.
Si02
Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. The most significant properties
of the top Si layer in SOI, from a dewetting perspective, are its single crystallinity and its very low defect
density. (Note: The thicknesses of the top Si and SiO2 layers relative to the underlying Si substrate are
grossly exaggerated here for the sake of illustration. Typical thickness values for an ultra-thin SOI substrate
are: top Si layer - 15nm, SiO2 layer - 145nm, Si substrate -775gm).
tj
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SOI is a multilayer thin film structure consisting of a thin layer of crystalline
silicon (Si) atop a layer of thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO 2) on top of a standard
silicon wafer, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Upon high temperature vacuum annealing,
sufficiently thin top Si SOI layers (< 30nm) have been found to dewet from, or uncover,
the underlying SiO 2 layer, resulting in the breakdown of the Si film into a discontinuous







Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration and SEM image of dewetting in an initially continuous, flat 15-nm-thick
(100)-oriented top Si SOI layer UHV annealed at 800C for 1360 minutes.
For reference, we provide background here on SOI substrates and how they are
made. Fabricating SOI substrates has been a challenge, as the direct epitaxial growth of
perfect single-crystal layers on amorphous insulators is not possible. There exist two
commercially available types of SOI substrates, termed bonded SOI and SIMOX SOI.
In bonded SOI, a thin single crystal Si layer is transferred to a SiO 2 coated Si
wafer using a hydrogen ion implantation/wafer bonding/Si layer exfoliation process. First,
Islanded S1 on S10,1,2
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a thin film of Si0 2 is grown on both a "substrate" and a "donor" silicon wafer using
thermal oxidation. Hydrogen ions are then implanted into the donor wafer through the
SiO2 layer, such that the peak of the implanted hydrogen concentration is a short distance
below the Si wafer's surface. The donor and substrate wafer are then bonded together
such that their SiO2 layers face one another. The bonded sandwich is then annealed at a
low temperature (-650C) at which point the hydrogen present in the donor wafer forms
hydrogen gas filled microvoids at the depth of maximum hydrogen concentration from
the implantation step, which results in crack propagation and exfoliation of the bulk of
the donor silicon wafer, leaving a rough thin crystalline silicon film on the substrate
wafer. The sandwich is then annealed at high temperature (-1200C) to create a strong
bond between the transferred layers and the underlying substrate. The top silicon film is
then annealed and polished to create a finished atomically smooth single-crystal bonded
SOI wafer. The experimental study of dewetting presented in this thesis focuses on
bonded SOI substrates.
SIMOX SOI substrates (standing for "Separation by IMplantation of Oxygen")
are fabricated using a quite different process based upon oxygen implantation into a
silicon wafer and the subsequent nucleation and lateral growth of a subsurface layer of
SiO2. Oxygen is first implanted into a silicon wafer, creating an oxygen distribution in the
wafer with a peak at some desired distance below its surface. The wafer is then annealed
at 1200C for a long duration in order to nucleate and laterally grow a buried thin film of
SiO2 beneath a thin crystalline layer of silicon, resulting in a SIMOX SOI substrate. We
compare dewetting in bonded and SIMOX wafers in the experimental work presented in
this thesis to compare the dewetting behavior of the two substrates.
Here, we briefly motivate and discuss the importance of SOI dewetting from the
three distinct perspectives of basic dewetting science, the integrated circuit industry, and
the field of nanoscale self assembly.
The Scientific Opportunity
From a scientific perspective, ultra-thin SOI represents an important new
materials system available for the study of dewetting science. Ultra-thin SOI is the first
single-crystal thin film dewetting materials system ever made available for study, making
it an ideal model system for the study of the fundamental physical mechanisms behind
thin film dewetting. Model dewetting systems studied until now have been
polycrystalline deposited films with high densities of grain boundaries and other defects,
as well as grains representing multiple crystalline orientations. This high defectivity and
lack of microstructural control has resulted in various types of dewetting behavior being
observed in these systems, as discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the underlying
anisotropic surface energies present in crystalline Si allow anisotropic dewetting to be
observed for the first time in the model SOI dewetting system, presenting us with the
unique opportunity to perform a first-of-a-kind experimental and theoretical study of
anisotropic dewetting.
The Integrated Circuit Industry Challenge
However, from the perspective of the integrated circuit (IC) industry, ultra-thin
SOI dewetting has emerged not as an opportunity, but as a critical process problem that
threatens to delay or even prevent the scheduled deployment of fully-depleted SOI
transistors."'" 12 This is a critical issue for the industry, as it is relying on the imminent
deployment of fully-depleted SOI technology to allow it to continue the exponential
improvements in IC performance and cost that have driven the development of the digital
age. 2
The primary reason that such high quality single-crystal SOI substrates are even
available for dewetting studies is that the IC industry has been forced to develop SOI
substrates in order to enable continued dimensional scaling beyond the "end of the
roadmap" for traditional Si substrate-based metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect
transistors (MOSFET's) to continue Moore's Law-type industry growth, a long time
exponential industry trend in which the number of transistors per chip has doubled every
2 years. 13 According to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, the
use of fully-depleted SOI transistors based upon "ultra-thin" top Si layers (defined as
having top Si layer thickness < 10nm) will be required to deploy the state-of-the-art 45nm
IC technology node in 2010.12
In order to motivate the industrial significance of the development of a
fundamental understanding of SOI dewetting, along with techniques for its suppression,
we explain here why ultra-thin SOI technology is needed by the IC industry and why SOI
dewetting has become a critical process problem for the industry.
During operation of a MOSFET device, a constant voltage is applied between the
source and drain electrodes across the device channel (See Figure 1.4 for a labeled
schematic of a MOSFET device). The voltage applied to the gate electrode controls
whether the channel is conducting or not and thus whether current flows through the
device or not (representing either a "1" or "0" in binary code). When an appropriate non-
zero gate voltage is applied, the channel is made conducting and significant current flows
SVgate_ VgO, (on)0, (off)
drain
Figure 1.4: Schematic of a traditional Si-substrate based MOSFET device.
through the device ("1" or "on" state); when zero gate voltage is applied, the channel
does not conduct and a very low current flows through the device ("0" or "off" state).
The IC industry has almost exclusively used a scaling down of the MOSFET
device gate length (Lg) to enable the exponential increases in operating speeds and device
integration density that have driven Moore's Law performance growth. However, as the
industry looks toward the development of its next technology generation (the 45nm
technology node) having a gate length (Lg) of 18nm, it has run up against a fundamental
device problem that requires a move away from traditional Si substrate based devices.
When the gate length is shrunk down to -20nm and below, the device gate electrode
begins to lose control of the conductivity of the channel, yielding control to the source
and drain electrodes and to the channel itself (termed "short channel effects"). The loss of
control of the channel to the source and drain electrodes results in a choking off of the
device current, while the loss of control to the channel itself causes the current to not
completely turn off when the device is in the "off state", resulting in unacceptable off-
state current and power dissipation. Furthermore, the capacitances between the
source/substrate and drain/substrate begin to limit the operating speed of the device.
Moving to fully-depleted SOI transistor technology increases the electrostatic
integrity of deeply-scaled MOSFET's, reducing or eliminating short channel effects. In
fully-depleted SOI MOSFET's, the gate regains control over the channel: reducing the
choking off of device current by the source/drain, providing nearly ideal off-state currents,
and allowing for high speed operation by eliminating the source/substrate and
drain/substrate capacitances.
In order for SOI-based transistors to be fully-depleted, the top Si thickness must
be • 0.3 times the physical gate length (Lg). As seen in Table 1.1, this means that fully-
depleted SOI transistors at the upcoming 45nm technology node will require the use of
SOI substrates with 6.2nm-thick top Si layers; while the 22nm technology node,
scheduled to be deployed less than 10 years from now, will require top Si layers as
vanishingly thin as 2.7nm (only 20 atomic layers of Si thick!). 12
Year of 2016Year of 2007 2010 2013 2016
Implementation
Technology 65 45 32 22
Node (nm)
Actual Gate 25 18 13 9
Length (nm)
Fully-Depleted
SOI Top Si N/A 6.2 4.4 2.7
Layer
Thickness (nm)
Table 1.1: Future MOSFET technology nodes with expected year of implementation and required top Si
SOI layer thickness for fully-depleted SOI according to the ITRS.
12
However, these extremely thin top Si layers required for the coming generations
of fully-depleted SOI MOSFET's at and beyond the 45nm technology node have been
found to be highly morphologically unstable to dewetting when vacuum processed at
high temperature, making successful device processing using traditional semiconductor
processes impossible.
The standard semiconductor processing step during which ultra-thin SOI films
have been found to be the most susceptible to dewetting is the raised source/drain
selective silicon epitaxy step. In order to maintain a tolerably low series resistance in
ultra-thin SOI-based MOSFET's, elevated source/drain structures must be grown to
locally thicken the top Si SOI layer via selective epitaxy of silicon on the source/drain
regions of the device, as illustrated in Figure 1.5. This standard IC processing step
consists first of an initial 950C, 2min in-situ hydrogen pre-bake in a silicon epitaxy
vacuum system (known as the "Shiraki clean") to remove the thin native SiO2 layer that
inevitably forms when Si is exposed to air and to remove residual C, 0, and F
contamination typically introduced during previous processing and cleaning steps. This
pre-bake step is immediately followed by selective epitaxy of silicon on the source/drain
regions by pyrolysis of dichlorosilane (SiH 2CI 2) on the silicon surface at a temperature of




Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of a fully-depleted SOI MOSFET showing the elevated source/drain
structures required to reduce device series resistance to tolerable levels.
It is the high temperature pre-bake within the selective silicon epitaxy step, during
which the ultra-thin SOI film is exposed to high temperature without the presence of any
stabilizing capping film, that has been found to result most readily in SOI dewetting.
Figure 1.6(a) shows a scanning electron micrograph of an 8nm-thick top Si SOI mesa
after exposure to the standard 950C, 2min hydrogen pre-bake in a selective silicon
epitaxy vacuum system." The top Si film can clearly be seen to have fully dewetted
upon the underlying SiO2 layer under this standard pre-bake condition. Figure 1.6(b)
shows that even pre-bake temperatures as low as 800C result in significant SOI layer
edge retraction, making further device processing difficult, if not impossible.''
It is clear that SOI dewetting during the elevated source/drain pre-bake of
standard MOSFET selective silicon epitaxy process step will only become an even more
severe process limitation as the industry moves to the -6nm, -4nm, and -3nm SOI layer
thicknesses required to deploy fully-depleted SOI transistors at the 45nm, 35nm, and
22nm nodes, respectively, over the next 3 to 10 years. A deeper understanding of the SOI
dewetting phenomenon will be required to develop novel techniques to stabilize ultra-thin
SOI layers against dewetting during high temperature vacuum processing to enable the









Figure 1.6: SEM micrographs of SOI dewetting occurring during the 20 torr H2 Si selective epitaxy pre-
bake step on a patterned 8nm-thick SOI film. a.) Plan view of an 8nm-thick SOI mesa after the standard
950C, 2 min H2 pre-bake. B.) Cross-sectional view of the edge of an 8nm-thick SOI mesa: before pre-bake
(top) and after 2 minute hydrogen pre-bakes at 800C (middle) and 900C (bottom). Note the edge retraction
in the case of 800C and the complete dewetting that occurs at 900C."
The Nanoscale Self-Assembly Opportunity
In contrast to representing a major process problem for the development of the
next generation of MOSFET devices, anisotropic dewetting may also represent a
promising new opportunity for "bottom up" self-assembly of highly ordered,
monodisperse nanostructures. The extremely small size and large numbers typically
associated with any assembly of nanoparticles precludes the use of deliberate externally
controlled serial processes to fabricate practical nanostructures. Therefore, scientists have
turned to the concept of self-assembly, in which nanoparticles naturally assemble into
extensive ordered structures without direct ongoing external intervention given
appropriate pre-conditions. A number of rudimentary self-assembling chemical and
physical processes are currently being investigated, from the chemistry of solution-based
compound semiconductor nanocrystal fabricationl 4 and self-assembled molecular
monolayers on crystalline surfaces' 5- 17, to the physical processes of solid-state nucleation
and growth of silicon nanocrystals' 8 and dewetting of polycrystalline ultra-thin metal
films. '9
The self-assembling (or perhaps more aptly the "self-disassembling") process of
surface-energy-driven dewetting in ultra-thin films is currently used to fabricate arrays of
nanoscale metal catalyst islands to enable carbon nanotube and semiconductor nanowire
growth and nanocrystal-based non-volatile memory applications. 20-25 However, the lack
of order and poor size uniformity of the nanoisland arrays formed via uncontrolled
dewetting from polycrystalline, highly defected deposited films 22,23,26, as illustrated in
Figure 1.7, currently limits the use of nanoparticles, nanotubes, and nanowires in novel
nanodevices with new functionalities.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.7: SEM micrographs illustrating the lack of order and size uniformity in island
arrays formed via dewetting of deposited polycrystalline thin films: a.) 5nm sputtered Aufilm on SiO 2 annealed at 700C, 15min in H2,26 b.) 2nm sputtered Ni film on SiO 2annealed at 750C, 15min in H2,22 and c.) 1.2nm sputtered Pt film on SiO2 annealed at700C, 60s in Ar.23
The single-crystal nature, crystalline symmetry, and anisotropic surface energies
in SOI films provide ordering forces that hold promise for the fabrication of much more
ordered, uniformly sized nanoisland arrays via dewetting than has been achieved to date
in deposited highly defective polycrystalline thin films. A comparison of the highly
ordered uniform array of Si islands formed via SOI dewetting shown in Figure 1.6(a)
relative to what is seen in Figure 1.7, highlights this opportunity.
Organization of Thesis
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we present a review of the relevant previous theoretical
and experimental literature on solid state thin-film dewetting, with an emphasis on the
work that has elucidated the kinetic mechanisms of dewetting.
In Chapter 3, we present a review of the existing literature on SOI dewetting,
summarizing key experimental observations, experimental shortcomings, and the
currently dominant perspective in the literature that SOI dewetting is a stress-driven
morphological evolution phenomenon.
In Chapter 4, we present an isotropic surface-energy-driven theory of SOI
dewetting which includes a description of both the thermodynamics of the phenomenon
and a 5-step surface-energy-driven kinetic dewetting mechanism based upon critical void
formation and void growth via two key capillary instabilities: the generalized Rayleigh
instability and the capillary film edge instability. We use this model to argue against the
dominant perspective in the SOI dewetting literature that SOI dewetting is a stress-driven
phenomenon. We also show that this model is able to account for the key experimental
observations from the literature on SOI dewetting.
In Chapter 5, we present the experimental details of our SOI dewetting study,
including a quantitative UHV annealing study of dewetting in 5.0-50.0nm patterned SOI
mesas having various in-plane edge orientations, an SOI defect study, and a proof-of-
concept of the dielectric edge coverage stabilization technique for stabilizing SOI films
against dewetting.
In Chapter 6, we present the experimental results and interpretation of the results
of our UHV annealing study in ultra-thin SOI films, including quantitative measurements
of the initial edge retraction dewetting process and the propagation rate of dewetting
propagation by void finger formation and growth. In this chapter, we also extend our
isotropic dewetting model to account for the effects of anisotropic surface energy where
necessary to interpret our experimental results.
In Chapter 7, we discuss promising avenues for future work on SOI dewetting.
In Chapter 8, we summarize this thesis work and provide closing thoughts.
In Appendix A, we briefly discuss the key anisotropic surface energy properties
of Si.
In Appendix B, we present and discuss experimental results on the effect of the
presence of a Ge layer on the SOI surface on SOI dewetting.
Chapter 2:
Literature Review - Dewetting in Thin Solid Films
In this chapter, we review the existing literature on dewetting in thin solid films.
We review the theoretical literature, with a focus on the thermodynamics of surface-
energy-driven dewetting and the dominant kinetic dewetting mechanisms that have been
proposed in the literature, with a focus on critical void formation, initial dewetting by
critical void edge thickening and retraction, and continued dewetting by thickened edge
breakdown and void finger formation and propagation. We then review the existing
experimental dewetting literature in the context of these proposed kinetic mechanisms.
The literature has identified these mechanisms as separate and incompatible. However,
we propose that they are consistent with one another, simply representing different stages
of a single dewetting process.
I. Theory Review - Solid-State Thin Film Dewettine
A. Thermodynamics of Dewetting
It has long been known that systems tend to evolve toward energy states that
lower their total surface energy. It is this thermodynamic driving force that drives a
number of well-known materials phenomena including sintering, 7 Ostwald ripening,2 8
and thin film dewetting, amongst many others.
Depending on the relative interfacial energies of a thin film materials system
(assuming isotropic surface energies, no film stress, and a rigid substrate), the
equilibrium state of the system is either a flat film or a single hemispherical island
characterized by the contact angle its edge makes with the substrate, as shown in Figure
2.1. Young derived from a horizontal surface tension balance at the film edge that this
equilibrium contact angle is given by
S cos- •v-t1 ,' (2.1)
vapor (v)
vapor (v)
substrate (s) 7 Ysv Yfs substrate (s)
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the equilibrium shape of a thin film, assuming isotropic surface
energies and a rigid substrate, as determined first by Young.2 9
where ysv is the substrate-vapor surface energy density, yfv is the film-vapor surface
energy density, and yfs is the film-substrate surface energy density.2 9 If 7ys 7yrf + y7s,
then the equilibrium contact angle is zero and the equilibrium state is a flat film.
Otherwise, the equilibrium contact angle is finite and the equilibrium state of the film is
one single hemispherical island making this equilibrium angle with the substrate. (In this
work, any thin film system with a non-zero equilibrium wetting angle is considered to be
a "dewetting system".) In general, the magnitude of the equilibrium contact angle
represents the driving force for a thin film to dewet, with thin film systems with larger
contact angles having a larger driving force to dewet. The equilibrium contact angle also
figures prominently in all isotropic dewetting analyses, as will be shown in Chapter 4.
Although the thermodynamic equilibrium state of any dewetting system is given
by one single island on a substrate, a range of states consisting of arrays of identical
smaller islands each making the equilibrium contact angle with the substrate are also
stable relative to a flat-film. Srolovitz and Goldiner showed that for a given film thickness,
h;, there exists a minimum island radius such that a final state consisting of an array of
islands of that radius is more stable than the flat film.30 The minimum island radius for
which such an islanded state is stable relative to the flat film is given by
3sin - cos f. (2.2)
Thus, in a dewetting system, a range of islanded film geometries are more stable
than a flat film, from a marginally more stable array of islands having radii just greater
than rmin to a single island representing the most stable final state.
B. Kinetics of Dewetting
Although thermodynamics dictates the range of final islanded states to which a
dewetting flat film can evolve, it is the specific kinetic mechanism by which a thin film
dewets that determines the islanded state to which the system will actually evolve. Here,
we describe the key existing literature describing the theory behind the kinetics of
dewetting.
Gibbs derived the expression for the excess free energy per atom at a surface
(known as the Gibbs-Thompson equation), 31 leading to the following expressions for the
surface chemical potential, t(s), and surface-energy-driven atomic surface diffusion flux
Js, respectively, below:
p(s) = ot + Q ry (s) (2.3)
s, = V(s)= TV C(S) (2.4)QkT kT
where jio is the chemical potential at a flat surface, Q is the atomic volume, y is the
surface free energy density, Ds is the surface diffusivity, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is
the absolute temperature, and K(s) is the mean surface curvature at the surface coordinate
s. In this convention, the curvature of a convex surface is considered positive, while that
of a concave surface is considered negative. Thus, convex surface regions have higher
chemical potential and concave regions have lower chemical potential, driving a surface-
energy-driven atomic flux from surface "hills" to "valleys".
i.) Critical Void Formation
Mullins applied the divergence theorem to Equation 2.4 to derive an expression
for the velocity of the surface normal, Vn(s), during surface-energy-driven morphological
evolution via surface diffusion to be
V, (s) = -D V V2C(s ) = -BVK(S), (2.5)kT
where v is the atomic surface density and all other parameters are as previously defined. 32
The prefactor in this equation is a common materials constant found in dewetting theory
and will be often be referred to by the constant B going forward. (Note: Due to the fact
that curvature represents a second derivative, this equation is a fourth order partial
differential equation). Mullins solved Equation 2.5 in the small slope limit to demonstrate
theoretically that initially flat films in dewetting systems are metastable against
dewetting. 33 He showed that any non-through-thickness surface morphology perturbation
of an initially flat film would spontaneously decay back to a flat film and thus that the
pre-existence or formation of substrate-exposing voids is required for a thin film to
spontaneously dewet. 33 (This makes physical sense in that any non-through-thickness
surface perturbation from a flat film introduces additional surface area and surface energy
without destroying any.) Srolovitz and Safran determined further on pure thermodynamic
grounds that not only must a substrate-exposing film void exist for dewetting to
spontaneously proceed, but that such a void must also be greater than a critical size for
subsequent continuous void growth and dewetting to be energetically favored. 30 For a
truncated conical film void making the equilibrium contact angle with the substrate, their




Under this model, subcritical substrate-exposing film voids with r < rri, will
spontaneously fill in, restoring the flat film; whereas supercritical voids with r > reit will
spontaneously grow.
Srolovitz and Safran provided further theoretical credence for this critical void
phenomenon in another paper by numerically solving for the kinetic morphological
evolution of the same truncated conical film void described above in a dewetting film in
the small slope limit (an approximation). 34 They found a critical void radius value to exist
h h
between 2 - -3 h , below which their simulations showed the void to fill in and
tan Oc  tan Oc
restore the flat film and above which they showed spontaneous hole growth by
continuous edge thickening and retraction.
ii.) Initial Void Growth via Void Edge Retraction and Thickening
Two authors have proposed kinetic models for how dewetting proceeds once a
supercritical thin film void is made present in a thin film dewetting system. Brandon and
Bradshaw proposed a simple analytical model for dewetting void growth by continuous
edge thickening and retraction. 35 In this model, they assumed a circular film void
geometry and that all of the mass originally contained within the void region builds up in
an edge region with a semicircular cross-section making a 900 equilibrium contact angle
at the retracting void edge, as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the analytical model for dewetting void growth via edge thickening
and retraction initially posed by Brandon and Bradshaw.35
We use a derivation for void growth via edge thickening and retraction at a
straight film edge, as opposed to a circular film void edge, similar to that of Brandon and
Bradshaw in developing our own dewetting theory in Chapter 4, so we forego the
derivation here and just share the result. Using this model, Brandon and Bradshaw
derived an expression for the void radius versus time, defined as the distance between the
center of the void and the edge of the thickening void front, given by
1 2
25= 5 B 5  (2.7)
rod 4 3B , (2.7)h5
where t denotes time and all other parameters are as previously defined,3 5 thus predicting
a void growth velocity, Vvoid, with the following key dependencies
2
vvoid B -3- (2.8)
h5 t5
where t is the annealing time and all other parameters are as previously defined.
It can clearly be seen from this expression that this model predicts that the
retracting film void edge motion continuously slows down with time as the edge becomes
thicker and the curvature gradient at the edge continuously decreases. Thus, this model
predicts that dewetting at a supercritical film void should be observed to slow and
ultimately stop with sufficient annealing time.
The only other theoretical treatment of initial void growth via edge curvature
driven edge thickening and retraction was performed by Srolovitz and Safran. 34 They
used the same numerical technique discussed above to attempt to model the kinetics of
supercritical void growth via edge thickening and retraction. Their modeling predicts a
rather complex dependency for the void growth velocity, valid for large void sizes and
times, of
B 43 tan EcVvoid o {7 3 Bt . (2.9)
tThe4 is not immediately transparent.
The physical meaning of this result is not immediately transparent.
Perhaps the most interesting result from this work by Srolovitz and Safran was the
observation in their simulation that a trough of ever increasing depth formed ahead of the
thickening dewetting void edge, as shown in Figure 2.3. They hypothesized that the
growth of a trough such as this in a real dewetting film could proceed until it reached the
substrate, allowing for the creation of a new void edge with a high edge curvature and
that the iterative process of void edge thickening and new void edge creation by leading
trough growth could allow for an apparent constant dewetting propagation rate over time
scales longer than a few pinch off cycles. In contrast with the mechanism proposed by
Brandon and Bradshaw, such a mechanism would allow for continued dewetting of a thin
film with time with an apparent constant velocity over sufficiently long times.
h
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of trough formation observed in front of a dewetting thickening void
edge from the numerical kinetic simulation of Srolovitz and Safran. 34
iii.) Continued Dewetting via Thickened Void Edge Breakdown and Void Finger
Formation and Propagation
The most important recent breakthrough in the theory of thin film dewetting was
made when Jiran and Thompson posed a new thin film dewetting mechanism by
considering the instability of a uniform thickening retracting dewetting void edge to
breakdown along its length.36,37 (We discuss and extend the Jiran-Thompson in the
context of our own theory for SOI dewetting in Chapter 4, so we only briefly describe the
model here.) Jiran and Thompson proposed that dewetting occurs via an
initial continuously slowing void edge thickening and retraction mechanism, as described
by Brandon and Bradshaw, 35 followed by thickened void edge breakdown via a
generalized Rayleigh instability. Under their model, illustrated schematically in Figure
2.4, this edge breakdown results in the formation of periodic, locally-thin film edge
regions with access to a very small local edge thickness (and high local edge curvature)
given by the film thickness. Under their model, mass flows continuously away from
these local thin void edge regions to neighboring thicker regions, causing void fingers
to penetrate the slow moving thickened void edge and grow into the neighboring thin film
region at a constant, relatively fast velocity dictated only by the initial film thickness.
Under their model, the fingers of film material left between the growing void fingers then
break up via a further Rayleigh instability to form islands.36




Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the thickened edge breakdown/void finger formation and propagation
model of Jiran and Thompson. 6
Assuming that these void finger tips maintain a thickness equal to the film
thickness and that mass flows quickly away from these tips, their model predicts that
these void fingers should grow at a constant velocity given by36
2 DyG2v 1 2 BVfinger = 2= --- 2(2.10)kT h3  hr 3f f
II. Experimental Review - Solid-State Thin Film Dewetting
Due to the practical significance of dewetting of thin film systems for nanotube
and nanowire growth, nanocrystal-based non-volatile memory applications, and
semiconductor device layer stability, a large body of literature exists on thin film
dewetting. These studies have focused primarily on metal-on-insulator systems such as
Cu, Au, Ni, Pt, Sn, Pb, and Co on dielectric substrates such as SiO 2, pyrex, and mica22
26,36-60. Nearly all of this literature has focused on the determination of the critical
temperature at which dewetting occurs and on the geometrical nature of the island array
that results from dewetting, as these are the most important parameters from a purely
technological standpoint. This literature focuses only on the state of the film after
complete dewetting, and thus gives little to no direct information about the physical
mechanism by which dewetting occurs. The most important results from this literature
are that 1.) thinner films tend dewet at lower temperatures and times than thicker films
and 2.) thinner films tend to form smaller islands.
A small subset of this experimental dewetting literature has focused on revealing
the basic physical mechanisms behind dewetting and quantitative measurements of
dewetting kinetics and is discussed in detail below.
A. Dewetting via Void Growth by Edge Thickening and Retraction
A few authors have observed a physical dewetting mechanism in which film voids
form in initially continuous films and grow via edge thickening and retraction until the
voids impinge, creating an array of film ridges, which subsequently break up into
islands. 35 39-47' 6 1 Sieradzki et al. studied dewetting in evaporated Ag films on SiO 2 layers
under vacuum annealing conditions. 47 As shown in Figure 2.5, illustrating the early
stages of Ag film dewetting, they clearly observed the void growth via edge thickening
and retraction dewetting mechanism in a 100nm thick polycrystalline evaporated Ag film
annealed at 635C for various times. Kwon et al. studied dewetting in polycrystalline
sputtered Cu films on SiO 2 layers annealed in a hydrogen ambient. As shown in Figure
2.6, they also clearly observed dewetting to occur via a void edge thickening and
retraction mechanism followed by void edge impingement to form isolated Cu islands.26
Figure 2.5: SEM micrographs showing the early stage time evolution of dewetting in a polycrystalline
evaporated 100nm Ag-on-SiO2 film vacuum annealed at 635C: a.) as deposited, b.) 1 min anneal, and c.) 5
min anneal. (Image size 10x10 gm). Film void growth via edge thickening and retraction is evident.47
Figure 2.6: SEM images illustrating the dewetting process in a 50nm Cu film on SiO 2 annealed at 300C for
various times under a hydrogen ambient at 635C: a.) as deposited, b.) 10min, c.) 20min, d.) 40min, e.)
60min, and f.) 120min. The dewetting mechanism of void growth via edge thickening and retraction and
void impingement is evident. 26
Brandon and Bradshaw, 35 Sharma and Spitz, 40-45 and Presland et al.38'39'6 1 are the only
authors who have reported quantitative kinetic studies of film dewetting by void growth
via uniform edge thickening and retraction.
Brandon and Bradshaw, who developed the model for void growth via uniform
edge thickening and retraction described above, studied dewetting in 100-270nm
evaporated Au films on mica annealed in air. As shown in Figure 2.7, they observed
dewetting via the void edge thickening and retraction mechanism. Using optical
microscopy, they measured the radius, rvoid, of individual film voids after subsequent
5 5
anneals and found that plots of (rvid-fiinal vrid-initial) VS annealing time for individual
voids had reasonably good linear fits, agreeing with the 2/5 power law dependence of the
void growth radius with time predicted by Brandon and Bradshaw's void growth
model.3:
Sharma and Spitz40-4 5 and Presland et al.38,39,61 each performed quantitative
studies of dewetting of Ag films in which they measured the exposed substrate area
versus annealing time. Sharma and Spitz studied dewetting in 50-200nm sputtered Ag
films on Pyrex in vacuum and oxygen ambients, while Presland et al. studied dewetting
of evaporated Ag films on SiO 2 under only oxygen ambients. Both authors observed a
void growth by edge thickening, retraction, and impingement dewetting mechanism very
similar to that shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Both authors also extracted the exposed
substrate area versus time from SEM micrographs and found that plots of exposed area to
the 5/4 power versus time for a given Ag thickness, temperature, and ambient yielded
excellent linear fits for sufficiently short annealing times that film voids had not yet
begun to overlap. 38 -45'61 The growth of a collection of identically sized voids via the
Brandon and Bradshaw mechanism would be expected to result in an exposed substrate
area proportional to the square of the predicted value of rvoid given in Equation 2.7,
yielding a 4/5 power law dependence with time. This is not strictly correct, however, for
a set of growing voids having a range of radius values, as was the case in the experiments
of Sharma and Spitz and Presland et al. However, the general observation of a 4/5 power
law time dependence of the exposed area in their experiments yields further support for
the validity of the Brandon and Bradshaw model for dewetting by void growth via edge
thickening and retraction.
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Figure 2.7: Optical micrographs showing the evolution of an evaporated 1 10nm Ag film on mica annealed
in air for various times sequentially. The dewetting of the film by void growth via edge thickening and
retraction is evident. Brandon and Bradshaw quantified the void growth rate by tracking the radii of
individual voids with time to confirm the time dependency of their void growth model.
B. Dewetting via Void Edge Breakdown and Void Finger Formation and Propagation
Two authors have observed a very different dewetting mechanism from the void
growth by void edge thickening, retraction, and impingement mechanism described in the
previous section. Kwon et al. 26 and Jiran and Thompson 36,37 both observed a dewetting
mechanism in which the edge of growing dewetting film voids break down and continued
dewetting occurs by the formation and growth of void fingers that penetrate into the film,
leaving behind fingers of film material that subsequently break down into islands, as
shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. Interestingly, as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.8, Kwon et al.
observed this void edge breakdown and void finger formation and propagation dewetting
mechanism in annealed 50nm Au films on SiO 2, while observing the void growth by
uniform edge thickening and impingement mechanism in annealed 50nm Cu films on
SiO 2. Comparing the two figures, it is clear that the density of void formation is much
higher in the case of Cu. We conclude that the void growth via uniform edge thickening
and retraction mechanism and the void edge breakdown and finger formation mechanism
are both fundamental to dewetting in thin films and occur in sequence when void edge
breakdown and finger formation is observed. For the results of Kwon et al., the voids in
their Cu films were simply so close together that they impinged via void growth before
they had the opportunity to break down and form void fingers. In the case of the Au films
they studied, the void density was sufficiently low to allow for uniform void growth via
uniform edge thickening and retraction to the point of edge breakdown and void finger
formation and propagation.
Figure 2.8: SEM images of 50nm Au films on SiO2 annealed in H2 at 700C for various times. a.) 5min, b.)
30min, c.) 60min, d.) 90min, e.) 120min, and f.) 150min. The thickened void edge breakdown and void
finger formation and propagation mechanism is clearly seen to be active in this case.26
Jiran and Thompson also observed the thickened void edge breakdown and void
finger formation and propagation dewetting mechanism in Au films on SiO 2, as
illustrated in Figure 2.9.36 However, in addition to observing this dewetting mechanism,
they also quantified the kinetics of the void finger growth dewetting mechanism in
evaporated Au films on SiO2 using a very clever technique based upon in-situ laser
transmission intensity through the dewetting film during annealing. Using a laser
wavelength at which SiO2 is transparent and Au is opaque, they were able to measure the
exposed substrate area in-situ during annealing by measuring the transmitted laser light
intensity. Furthermore, they performed their measurements on patterned Au lines in order
to study the kinetics of void growth alone, as opposed to the convolution of void
nucleation and void growth that occurs in continuous films.
Figure 2.9 contains a series of transmission optical micrographs showing the time
evolution of dewetting in their patterned Au line structures during annealing. From their
in-situ transmitted light intensity measurements, they observed a constant dewetting front
propagation velocity with time and extracted propagation velocity values for Au films
having thicknesses from 40-90nm annealed at 700, 750, and 800C. From this data, they
were able to extract both the thickness and temperature dependencies of the void finger
propagation process. They found for each annealing temperature that their propagation
velocity, Vpropagation, versus film thickness, hj, yielded good power law fits
Vpropagation hf (2.11 )
with n values of 3.4, 2.4, and 2.1 for 700C, 750C, and 800C, respectively. The
consistency of this result with the n=3 power law dependency predicted by their void
finger propagation model, expressed in Equation 2.10, supported the validity of their
model.
Figure 2.9: Optical transmission micrograph and SEM micrograph (inset) showing dewetting in a Au film
on SiO2 via the thickened void edge breakdown and void finger formation and propagation mechanism, as





Figure 2.10: Optical transmission micrographs from Jiran and Thompson showing the dewetting evolution
of patterned Au lines on SiO 2 during annealing : a.) before annealing, b.) partially dewetted, and c.) fully
dewetted. The study of patterned Au lines allowed Jiran and Thompson to specifically study the kinetics of
void finger propagation in isolation, as the edges of patterned structures represent pre-existing unstable
critical voids.36
Summary
In this chapter, we presented a review of the theoretical and experimental
literature on dewetting of solid-state thin films. In terms of thermodynamics, we
presented Young's analysis of the thermodynamically stable state of a thin film system
based upon the calculation of the equilibrium contact angle, with film systems having
finite equilibrium contact angles being thermodynamically unstable to island formation. 29
The work of Mullins 3 3 and Srolovitz and Safran 34,62 established that in a dewetting thin
film system a flat film is indeed metastable and that a substrate-exposing film void
greater than a critical size must first be formed before the film can undergo spontaneous
dewetting. Brandon and Bradshaw 35 developed a model for dewetting at a circular void
via uniform void edge thickening and retraction that predicts a growing void radius that
depends on the 3/5 power of time and on the -3/5 power of the film thickness, indicating
that void growth by this mechanism should continuously slow and ultimately stop. From
the results of numerical simulations of void growth via edge thickening and retraction,
Srolovitz and Safran 34 observed the formation of a continuously deepening trough in
front of a thickening retracting void edge and proposed that an iterative mechanism in
which such troughs reach the substrate to create a new high curvature void edge. They
proposed that this mechanism could allow for continued dewetting at a slowing
thickening retracting void edge. Jiran and Thompson developed a model by which
dewetting proceeds by an initial uniform edge thickening and retracting step, but in which
the thickened edge then breaks down by a Rayleigh instability allowing void fingers to
form and penetrate at a constant rate into the flat film, resulting in a constant dewetting
propagation front velocity and continuous film dewetting. Their model predicts a
dewetting propagation velocity proportional to the -3 power of the film thickness.
In terms of experimental work quantifying the kinetics of dewetting, Brandon and
Bradshaw, Sharma and Spitz, and Presland et al. have confirmed the 2/5 power law
dependence of the void radius on time during the initial edge thickening and retraction
dewetting step by measuring the exposed substrate area versus time, while Jiran and
Thompson experimentally confirmed a -3 power law dependence of the dewetting
propagation rate during the phase of void finger growth after thickened void edge
breakdown. Although the literature has identified these two processes as being
incompatible and representing fundamentally different dewetting behaviors, we identify
them as simply being two successive steps in the dewetting process, with the void edge




Dewetting in Silicon-on-Insulator Films
There is a significant body of previous literature on the dewetting of single-crystal
ultra-thin SOI films which has revealed a number of important experimental
dependencies of this phenomenon. (For reference, what is referred to as "dewetting" here
is frequently termed "agglomeration" in this literature). However, the current
experimental literature has a number of limitations in terms of providing an
understanding of the basic kinetics behind SOI dewetting and the development of an
accurate mechanistic model. We review the existing literature and highlight these
limitations here.
Ono et. al were the first to observe SOI dewetting in (100) and (111 )-oriented SOI
films. They performed a series 5s resistive anneals in UHV (-10-9 torr) on SIMOX SOI
samples having a top Si thickness range of 15-200nm and over a temperature range of
950-1200C. For films with thickness < 50nm, upon sufficiently high temperature
annealing < 1200C, dewetting film voids with thickened edges were observed to form
locally in initially continuous films in both (100) and (111)-oriented top Si layers, as
shown in Figure 3.1. In both the (111) and (100)-oriented samples, the voids grew by
piling material up at the thickening retracting void edge until growing voids impinged on
each other, exhibiting the previously mentioned void growth via edge thickening,
retraction, and impingement dewetting mechanism, as shown in Figure 3.2. We believe
that this is due to the high density of dewetting initiation observed in these films, which
precluded the observation of edge breakdown and void finger formation and growth. Ono
et al. observed that thicker SOI films were more stable against dewetting initiation,
requiring higher 5s-annealing-temperatures for dewetting initiation to be observed, with
films > 50nm thick found to be stable all the way up to 1200C. They also found that void
formation occurred only at defected film locations where SiO 2 precipitates pushed some
distance into the SOI film from the underlying SiO2 layer, as can be seen clearly in
Figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c).
Perhaps the most striking behavior observed in this work is the clear and distinct
anisotropic dewetting void shapes formed by dewetting in both the (111) and (100)-
oriented SOI films, as shown in the AFM images in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In the (111)-
oriented SOI films, hexagonal voids with 3 fold symmetry (3 opposing long sides, 3
opposing short sides) having sides parallel to two distinct types of in-plane <110>
directions were formed. ((ll 1)-oriented Si has two inequivalent in-plane <110>
directions). The two types of edges were defined as <112 > -type (long sides) and
< 1 12 > -type (short sides), defined by their inward in-plane direction. As is discussed in
Appendix A, the lowest energy stable facets of silicon normally are the (111), (311),




Figure 3.1 : AFM images of dewetting in SIMOX SOI samples from the work of Ono et al. a.) and b.) show
dewetting void growth via edge thickening and retraction in a (111)-oriented 16nm top Si film annealed at
I 100C for 5s, while c.) shows the same behavior in a (100)-oriented 15nm top Si oriented film under the
same annealing conditions. The clear anisotropic behavior is a result of the underlying anisotropy of the
surface energy of Si.1
The dominant longer <112 > -type inside void edges can facet on both a (110)
and (111) plane, while the less prominent < 1 12 >-type edges can facet on two distinct
(311) planes and a (100) plane. In the (100)-oriented SOI films, square voids were
formed with sides parallel to in-plane <110> directions as well. The sidewalls of these
edges could facet on both the (111) and (311) low energy planes. The observed void
shapes can thus be understood in terms of their ability to preferentially expose the low
energy planes in Si.
Nuryadi et al. were the first to perform a more systematic study of SOI dewetting.
They were the first to clearly illuminate that SOI dewetting kinetics and the resultant Si
island geometries are completely determined by the SOI top Si layer thickness and were
the first to observe the thickened void edge breakdown and void finger formation and
propagation dewetting mechanism in SOI. They performed a series of 10s UHV resistive
5um
Figure 3.2: AFM images of dewetting in (1 I)-oriented 16nm top Si thickness SIMOX films after 5s
annealing at various temperatures: a.) 1050C, b.) 11 OOC, c.)l 140C, d.) I 1180C, and e. 1200C. These images
clearly show that the film is dewetting by void edge uniform thickening and retraction and void
impingement mechanism.'
annealing experiments on (100)-oriented bonded SOI films over the thickness range 1-
19nm to determine the SOI dewetting initiation temperature versus thickness for 10s
anneals. They found that the 10s-dewetting-initiation-temperature in initially continuous
film regions was determined by the SOI top silicon thickness and increased linearly from
825C-1250C with thickness for SOI thicknesses of 5-16nm. Furthermore, they studied
dewetting initiation in SOI samples having different underlying SiO 2 layer thicknesses
and found that the SiO- thickness had no effect on dewetting behavior. Importantly,
Nuryadi et al. performed an H2SO4/H 202 pre-anneal sample clean, but did not perform a
final HF etch on their samples before introduction into the UHV annealing chamber,
leaving a thin layer of a chemically grown capping SiO2 layer on the top Si SOI layer.
Thus, the process they observed during annealing represented a convolution of both Si
native oxide thermal desorption and SOI dewetting initiation and growth, as opposed to
the dewetting process alone.
Similar to what was observed by Ono et al., SOI voids were observed to first form
and grow as square voids with thickening sidewalls parallel to in-plane <110> directions,
as shown in Figure 3.3(a). Unlike in the work of Ono et al., however, these sidewalls
were then observed to breakdown and be penetrated by equally spaced void fingers,
which were observed to propagate only in the eight (100) in-plane <310> directions, as
shown in Figure 3.3(a) as well. These void fingers formed in a star-like pattern having 4-
fold symmetry. The outline of the growing dewetting region maintained an approximately
square shape with sides parallel to the in-plane <110> directions, with the dewetting
region forming as <310> in-plane-oriented void fingers and Si fingers propagated out
into the neighboring flat film regions. These Si fingers were subsequently observed to
break down into islands bounded by (311) side and (100) top facets.
The islands formed as a result of the SOI dewetting process were found to have a
highly uniform size distribution. It was found that the average island height, lateral size,
and spacing were proportional to the initial SOI thickness, as shown in Figure 3.3(b).
Nuryadi et al. also confirmed that the Si film volume was conserved during SOI
dewetting, clearly indicating that the phenomenon is not driven by an evaporation
process, but by a surface diffusion process. Importantly, Nuryadi et al proposed that SOI
dewetting occurs via a stress-driven instability caused by high stresses in the Si film due
to the thermal expansion mismatch between Si and SiO 2, akin to the Asaro-Tiller-
Grinfel'd instability that has been observed in lattice mismatched heteroepitaxial films.66-
68 This has become the consensus theory in the SOI dewetting literature.
The work of Nuryadi et al. suffered from a few key limitations. One key
limitation in this study was the fact that the phenomenon was studied only in initially flat
continuous SOI films, so that a convolution of the kinetics of void nucleation and the
dewetting kinetics of void growth was observed. Furthermore, annealing studies were
performed on SiO 2-covered samples, and thus the annealing experiments also observed a
convolution of SiO 2 desorption and SOI dewetting kinetics. Furthermore, only one
annealing time was used and no kinetic parameters beyond an observed initiation
temperature for one annealing time were extracted as well.
Legrand et al. also reported the results of a UHV resistive annealing dewetting
study of (100)-oriented SOI films.9,'o They studied bonded SOI films having top Si
thicknesses ranging from 1-19nm and determined the dewetting initiation temperature in
continuous films for a fixed 10min annealing time. Importantly, they were the first to
definitively identify the stabilizing effect of a capping SiO2 layer on an SO1 film, proving
clearly that the Si film surface must be uncovered for dewetting to proceed. Using Auger
emission spectroscopy in tandem with ex-situ AFM analysis, they determined definitively
that SOI dewetting did not occur until the capping SiO 2 layer was completely desorbed.
With a thin Si0 2 capping layer, they found the 10 min-annealing dewetting initiation
temperature to increase monotonically from 560C for a Inm SOI film up to 875C for a
19nm SOI film. They found that when an HF dip was performed right before sample
annealing, providing a SiO 2-free bare Si surface during annealing, that for 5.5nm SOI
films, the dewetting initiation temperature decreased from 850C to 800C, proving that
SOI annealing experiments performed with an SiO2 layer present represent a convolution
of SiO 2 desorption kinetics along with SOI dewetting kinetics, and thus do not give an
accurate description of SOI dewetting kinetics alone. The shortcomings of this study for
understanding the kinetics of SOI dewetting were the same as those mentioned with
regard to the study of Nuryadi et al., the convolution of SOI void nucleation kinetics with
growth kinetics and the convolution of oxide desorption and SOI dewetting kinetics in
their results. Furthermore, similar to Nuryadi et al., Legrand et al. identified SOI
dewetting as a stress-driven instability.
Ishikawa et al. (with Nuryadi) extended the work of Nuryadi et al. to study the
relative stability of patterned SOI top Si layers compared to initially continuous layers.5 '6
Using the same annealing technique as Nuryadi et al., they explored the UHV annealing
dewetting stability of lpLm square etched mesas in (100)-oriented 12nm-thick SOI layers,
as well as of patterned ltm wide Si lines in (100)-oriented 3nm and 6nm thick SOI
layers, all with etched edges parallel to in-plane <110> directions. In both cases, they
found that dewetting initiated first at SOI film mesa edges and propagated into the
neighboring flat film regions to dewet the film. Not only was dewetting found to initiate
first at the patterned mesa edges in these samples, it was also found to occur at much
lower temperatures than observed in nominally flat continuos SOI films. For patterned
mesas in 12nm-thick SOI films, the 10s-UHV-annealing dewetting initiation temperature
was observed to be 900C, 150C below the 1050C initiation temperature observed in flat
In
continuous SOI films of the same 12nm thickness." Continuing with their stress-driven
SOI dewetting theory, Ishikawa et al. explained the increased instability of patterned SOI
film edges to be due to an increased local stress-driven morphological evolution driving
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Figure 3.3: Results from the SOI dewetting study of Nuryadi et al. a.) Series of AFM images from a 7nm-
thick SOI film annealed at 900C for I Os. Images are from different voids in the sample at various dewetting
stages due to different void nucleation times. b.) Plots of the average island geometrical parameters
observed by Nuryadi et al. indicating that all of these parameters scale in proportion to the initial Si
thickness.69
More recently, we argued in the literature against this stress-driven theory and
presented the 5-step surface-energy-driven model for SOI dewetting that we present in
Chapter 4 of this thesis.70 Since then, Yang et al.71 and Sutter et al.72 have presented
experimental results for UHV annealing studies of dewetting in initially continuous
(100)-oriented SOI films covered with a native SiO2 layer before annealing and have
I., f
obtained results identical to those seen in Nuryadi et al., with the prominent formation of
<310> void fingers, as shown in Figure 3.4(a) from Yang et al. Furthermore, Yang et al.
identified that the sides of the Si fingers between propagating <310>-oriented void
fingers were faceted on (311) planes as shown in Figure 3.4(b).7 1 In these reports, Yang
et al. and Sutter et al. subscribed to our surface-energy-driven model, as opposed to the
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Figure 3.4: AFM image of a 9nm-thick (100)-oriented bonded SOI film UHV annealed at 900C for 5min
from Yang et al. a) AFM image of a dewetting film region clearly showing void finger propagation in
<310> directions, b.) AFM line-scan perpendicular to a <310>-oriented Si finger indicating a sidewall
angle of -72o, consistent with faceting on the (311) plane.71
For reference in the next chapter, in which we argue against the literature
consensus theory that SOI dewetting occurs via a film stress-driven mechanism and
present what we believe to be a correct theoretical description based upon a surface-
energy-driven dewetting model, we summarize here the key experimental observations
from the existing literature. Any accurate theoretical description of SOI dewetting must
be consistent with and able to explain all of these observations.
SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATIONS FROM SOI DEWETTING LITERATURE
1.) In continuous SOI films, dewetting initiates at local, random sites.
2.) In patterned SOI films, dewetting initiates first at patterned film edges.
3.) Patterned SOI film edges are less stable than continuous films to dewetting
initiation.
4.) In continuous films, thinner SOI films are less stable against dewetting with
stability determined by the Si thickness.
5.) In patterned films, thinner SOI films are less stable against dewetting with
stability determined by the Si thickness.
6.) SOI dewetting has been found to occur via void formation, void edge thickening,
and the subsequent formation and growth of ordered, equally spaced void fingers
forming Si film fingers that break down into ordered rows of Si islands.
7.) The size and spacing of Si islands produced via SOI dewetting has been found to
scale in proportion to the SOI thickness.
8.) Dewetting behavior in SOI films has been observed to be completely independent
of the thickness of the underlying Si0 2 layer.
9.) The dominant theory in the literature is that SOI dewetting is a stress-driven
morphological evolution phenomenon.
Chapter 4:
Surface-Energy-Driven Model of SOI Dewetting
In this chapter, we motivate and present an isotropic surface-energy-driven model
for SOI dewetting based upon two key capillary instabilities: 1.) the capillary edge
instability and 2.) the generalized Rayleigh instability. We argue for the validity of this
surface-energy-driven dewetting theory and against that of the literature consensus theory
that SOI dewetting is driven by thermal-expansion-mismatch induced film stress on the
basis of 1.) basic thermodynamic considerations, 2.) the consistency of the surface-
energy-driven dewetting model with the key experimental observations of SOI dewetting
from the literature, and 3.) the inconsistency of the stress-driven theory with experimental
observations.7 0
I. Thermodynamics of SOI Dewetting
We begin by demonstrating that any planar top Si SOI layer is morphologically
unstable to dewetting from a thermodynamic perspective due to surface energy effects
alone. Furthermore, we show that the surface energy reduction associated with dewetting
in SOI films greatly exceeds the maximum possible energy reduction associated with
stress relaxation, demonstrating that surface energy is the primary driving force behind
SOI dewetting.
As reviewed in Chapter 2, in a stress-free SOI film the relative interfacial energies
of the system dictate the equilibrium shape of the film. Assuming isotropic surface
energies and a rigid underlying SiO2 layer, the equilibrium morphology of a thin SOI film
will be that of a spherical cap of Si that makes the equilibrium contact angle Oc(sol) with
the planar underlying SiO2 layer dictated by Young's equation, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This establishes the equilibrium contact angle for SOI under vacuum to be
ec(soI) = cos-1 (YSiO,-vac - YSi-SiO, (4.1)
YSi-vac
where Ysio,-v,,, is the SiO2-vacuum interfacial energy density, Ysi-sio, is the Si-SiO2
interfacial energy density, and y~siais the Si-vacuum interfacial energy density.
7SiO2 -vac 7Si-SiO,
SiO 2 layer
Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the equilibrium spherical cap morphology of a SOI thin film assuming
isotropic surface energies and a rigid SiO2 layer. Oc-73o for SOI, indicating a strong driving force for a top
Si SOI film to dewet, even in the absence of film stress.
For the (100) top Si-oriented SOI film system under vacuum, we use interfacial
energy values of ysio, -0.3 J/m2, 73 Ysi-Sio2 -0.75 J/m 2,74 and ysi_v,,, -1.5 J/m2. 63 (Since
the surface energy density of Si is anisotropic, we have chosen a reasonable value for
ysi-vac that is in the middle of the 1.23-1.72 J/m 2 reported range of experimental and
theoretical values for the stable (111), (311), (110), and (100) Si facets.6 3-65 Because the
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surface energy density of Si is indeed anisotropic and facets exist on its equilibrium shape,
a more advanced treatment developed by Winterbottom 75 would be required to calculate
the exact equilibrium shape of a crystalline Si film on SiO 2. However, due to the fact that
the facet plane surface energy densities in Si differ by only -5% within a given set of
reported values, 6 3-65 the assumption of isotropic surface energy used here is sufficiently
accurate for our current purposes of illustration and comparison of driving forces.)
Ignoring surface energy anisotropy, the contact angle for the SOI system under vacuum is
calculated from these surface energy density values to be -73o. This relatively large
equilibrium contact angle indicates that the top Si film in SOI does indeed have a large
surface-energy-related thermodynamic driving force to dewet.
Furthermore, not only does a surface-energy-related driving force for SOI
dewetting exist, this surface energy driving force can be shown to be much larger than the
maximum possible driving force associated with stress relaxation that can occur during
dewetting. We demonstrate this fact by estimating and comparing the changes in surface
energy and strain energy associated with the formation of a single Si island via SOI
dewetting.
The model system considered for this calculation is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The
surface energy and strain energy changes associated with the formation of a single Si
island from a square region of initially flat biaxially stressed SOI film are calculated
under the following conservative assumptions (from the perspective of disfavoring
surface energy). For simplicity, Si islands are assumed to be hemispherical (®c(sof=9 00).
It is also conservatively assumed that Si island formation results in complete stress
relaxation in the Si layer. From the results of Nuryadi et al., presented in Figure 3.3(b), it
is also assumed that the island radius scales with the top Si thickness and is proportional
to 20 times that thickness. 69 Observed conservation of volume during SOI dewetting,
together with this assumed relationship between island radius and top Si thickness, allows
all geometrical parameters to be expressed in terms of the top Si thickness hsi.




Figure 4.2: Model system considered for the thermodynamic calculation and comparison of the surface
energy and strain energy change per Si island formed by SOI dewetting.
Under these assumptions, the changes in surface energy and strain energy, in
Joules, associated with the formation of a single Si island via SOI dewetting under
vacuum are calculated to be
AEsu =- h[ 2 13,600s-C - 14,800(Ysio2 -yva, i-S (4.2)
3 Esi
where Tsi is the initial biaxial Si film stress, Usi is the Si Poisson ratio, Esi is the Si elastic
modulus, and all other parameters are as previously defined, with the stress and elastic
modulus expressed in Pa, the Si thickness in meters, and the surface energy densities in
J/m 2.
Figure 4.3 shows how these two energy reduction terms compare as a function of
the SOI top Si thickness and the initial biaxial Si film stress, assuming the SOI surface
energy density values previously used for the SOI equilibrium contact angle calculation
and values of usi=0.2 8 and Esi= 166 GPa from the literature. 68 In the shaded region, the
calculated surface energy reduction exceeds the strain energy reduction, with the opposite
holding true for the unshaded region. This plot indicates that for the Si thicknesses that
have been experimentally observed to undergo dewetting (< 30nm), known from the
literature to have biaxial stress values < 100MPa,7" the calculated surface energy change
associated with dewetting far exceeds that associated with stress relaxation. As an
illustration, for a 10-nm-thick SOI film, assumed from the literature to have a biaxial film
stress of -65MPa, 76 the ratio of the surface energy change to the strain energy change is
calculated to be -5,000. Comparing Equations 4.2 and 4.3, we immediately see that the
AE
ratio of the change in surface energy to the change in strain energy ( AE"'-- ) per island
AES,,rain
formed scales with , showing clearly why surface energy effects should naturally be
dominant in the dewetting of ultra-thin SOI films. This simple thermodynamic
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Figure 4.3: Plot comparing the relative magnitudes of the surface energy and strain energy changes
associated with the formation of a Si island via dewetting. The plot indicates regimes of SOI thickness and
biaxial Si film stress where surface energy reduction (shaded) and strain energy reduction (unshaded)
would dominate during SOI dewetting. The SOI films that have been observed to undergo dewetting (hsi <
30nm and 1si < 1OOMPa) can be seen to lie well within the surface-energy-dominated regime, strongly
indicating that SOI dewetting is a surface-energy-driven phenomenon.
II. Kinetic Model for SOI Dewetting
A. Dewetting Initiation at Pre-Existing Critical Film Voids and Film Defects
As reviewed in Chapter 2, although islanded morphologies may be preferred
energetically to a flat Si film in the SOI system, a flat film does indeed represent a
metastable state. Surface-energy-driven SOI dewetting must thus initiate through a
substrate-exposing film void nucleation and growth process in which a sufficiently large
morphological perturbation to expose the underlying SiO 2 layer must first be formed or
pre-exist in the film in order for dewetting to proceed spontaneously. As stated in Chapter
2, such a substrate exposing film void must also be greater than a critical size in order for
subsequent void growth and dewetting to be energetically favored. For a truncated
conical film void in the top Si film making the equilibrium contact angle with the
underlying SiO2 layer, the critical void radius in an SOI film is calculated from the result
of Srolotivz and Safran (found in Equation 2.6) to be62
rcrit (4.4)crit in Oc(SOI)
Inserting our previously calculated value of 0 c(so)= 7 3 o into this equation yields an
estimate for the critical void radius in SOI that is equal to the top Si layer thickness
(rcrit=hsi). Growth of any void with rvoid > rcrit results in a continuous decrease in the free
energy of the system, and thus such supercritical voids can grow spontaneously and result
in dewetting. Growth of any film void with rvoid < rcrit, on the other hand, results in an
increase in free energy, and thus such subcritical voids spontaneously shrink and restore
the flat film. This critical void phenomenon is illustrated below in Figure 4.4.
Subcritical Void Supercritical Void
i z S i2rcrit Si 2rcrit
hs, hsi
= void < rcrit SiO2 void > rcrit
hsi hsi
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the critical void phenomenon in SOI dewetting. a) Subcritical voids
(rvoid < rerit) spontaneously fill in restoring the flat film. b.) Supercritical voids (rvoid < crit) once formed
spontaneously grow, resulting in the onset of film dewetting.
A straight patterned film edge in a top Si SOI film can be understood to represent
the edge of a film void with an infinite effective void radius. Thus, under this model, any
patterned SOI film edge represents the edge of a supercritical void and is thus unstable to
dewetting initiation. This explains why SOI film edges have been observed to be more
unstable to dewetting initiation than flat continuous SOI film regions. Film edges simply
represent the edges of unstable pre-existing supercritical voids in the SOI film.
However, in initially flat continuous film regions, critical film voids must first be
formed in order for dewetting to proceed spontaneously. Pre-existing supercritical
pinholes, termed "HF defects" in the literature, are known to exist in ultra-thin SOI layers
and these pinholes should be as unstable as film edges are to dewetting initiation.
However, in state-of-the-art optimized ultra-thin SOI films, the density of these pinholes
is typically very low in as-received wafers (< 1 cm-2), and thus they cannot possibly be
the cause of the high density of dewetting initiation (> 105 cm-2) 1' 6 9 that has been
observed in initially continuous flat film regions in the existing SOI dewetting literature.
Thus, the dewetting initiation that is observed in initially flat continuous film
regions must occur via a film void nucleation process. However, even though the critical
void size in any ultra-thin SOI film is extremely small (rclt = hsi < 30nm), the
homogeneous activation energy required to form even a very small void in a very thin
SOT film is prohibitively large, giving a flat defect-free SOI film an amazing degree of
metastability against dewetting initiation. This activation energy can be estimated by
calculating the amount of energy required to form the sidewall area Acyl of a cylindrical
film void with a radius equal to the critical void radius for SOI. For an SOI film with a Si
film thickness given by hsi, this estimate gives a homogeneous void nucleation activation
barrier of
AGvoid = A7,si__vac = 2 r,rithsiYsi-vac = 2l~iYSi-vac (4.5)
where rcrit has been taken to be equal to hsi from Equation 4.4. Taking YSi-vac = 1.5 J/m 2 as
before, this approximation indicates that even in a top Si film with a thickness of only
Inm, an activation energy of -60eV exists to homogeneously nucleate a critical void in
an SOI film, and that this value increases with the square of the top Si film thickness.
Such high activation barriers are indeed prohibitively large. For this reason, we strongly
believe that homogenous critical void nucleation is not a viable dewetting initiation
mechanism in initially flat continuous regions in ultra-thin SOI films.
Accordingly, critical void formation in flat continuous SOI film regions must
occur via a heterogeneous mechanism at defects in the film bulk or interfaces. Of course,
any defects that represent supercritical film voids, such as the aforementioned HF defects
and film scratches introduced during fabrication or processing, creates a film location that
is inherently unstable to void growth and dewetting. In the previously discussed
deposited polycrystalline dewetting thin film systems, the obvious heterogeneous void
nucleation mechanism is grain boundary grooving at grain boundaries and grain
boundary triples points.: However, SOI films, being single crystal, do not possess any
grain boundaries. Nonetheless, there exist a number of possible defects in SOI films that
might act as sites for heterogeneous void nucleation, serving as locations where the
nucleation barrier can be sufficiently reduced for void nucleation to be physically
observed. Possible heterogeneous nucleation defect sites include crystal-originated
particles (COPs), dislocations, stacking faults, oxide precipitates, and surface
particles. 77' 7 Analagous to the homogeneous case, we expect the heterogeneous void
nucleation activation energy to increase quickly with increasing Si thickness, which
would explain why thicker SOI films have been observed to be more stable against
dewetting initiation in initially flat continuous film regions. Plausible heterogeneous
mechanisms include reduction of the void activation barrier via locally thinner film
regions at oxide protrusions, elimination of high energy defects such as dislocations, and
high local stress generated at defects. However, the exact defects and physical
mechanisms responsible for dewetting in initially flat continuous film regions in ultra-
thin SOI films have yet to be definitely determined. We explore this issue in our own
experimental SOI dewetting study described in Chapter 6.
The heterogeneous void nucleation mechanism posed here can explain a number
of key observations related to SOI dewetting initiation in initially flat continuous film
regions, including the locations of dewetting initiation, the lower stability of thinner films
against dewetting initiation in flat continuous SOI film regions, as well as the increased
instability of film edges to dewetting initiation relative to flat continuous regions. Under
this model, the random, local dewetting initiation that has been observed in non-edge SOI
film regions can be explained to be the natural result of heterogeneous void nucleation at
randomly distributed film defects, while observed initiation at film edges can be
understood to be due to the fact that film edges represent the edges of unstable pre-
existing supercritical film voids. The observed decreased stability with decreasing Si
thickness in SOI films to dewetting initiation in flat continuous film regions can be
understood to be the result of the decreased heterogeneous void nucleation activation
barrier present in thinner films. The increased instability of edges relative to flat
continuous film regions can be understood to be the result of edges representing
fundamentally unstable film locations where the void nucleation step has been
circumvented.
From the considerations above, SOI dewetting initiation can be understood in
terms of a fundamental morphological instability that exists at the edge of any SOI film
void having a radius greater than the Si film thickness once it is formed. However, in
order to explain the dewetting propagation that has been observed to spread from these
unstable film locations, and its observed dependencies, we consider below the kinetic
mechanism by which dewetting propagation proceeds.
B. Dewetting Propagation via Capillary Instabilities
Our kinetic model for SOI dewetting propagation at supercritical void edges is
based on surface-energy-driven surface-diffusion-induced morphological instabilities,
following the fundamental work of Brandon and Bradshaw 35 and Jiran and Thompson. 36
Here, we describe a kinetic model that is able to account for the increased vulnerability of
SOI films to dewetting initiation and propagation with decreasing top Si thickness and
increasing annealing temperature and that describes the morphology, ordering tendency,
and dimensional scaling that have been observed in the islanded SOI structures that result
from dewetting.
Assuming isotropic surface energies, as reviewed in Chapter 2, the volumetric
surface flux equation (i.e. volume flux along a surface per unit length perpendicular to the
flux) for surface-energy-driven surface diffusion is given by
J, = V vc(s) (4.6)
kT
where Ds is the surface diffusivity, v is the atomic surface density, Q is the atomic
volume, y is the surface energy, K(s) is the mean surface curvature along the surface
coordinate s, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
As shown in Equation 4.6, the driving force for atomic surface diffusion along a
film surface is determined by the mean surface curvature profile of the film, Kc(s), with
mass being driven to flow from regions of higher mean curvature to lower mean
curvature. (To reiterate from Chapter 2, by convention convex surfaces have positive
curvature and concave surfaces have negative curvature). The thermally activated surface
diffusivity Ds kinetically limits the atomic flux that occurs in response to this curvature
related driving force. (Ds = Doexp(-Qs/kT), where Do is the surface diffusion pre-
exponential factor and Q, is the activation energy for surface diffusion) The surface
diffusivity's strong positive Arrhenius temperature dependence provides the dominant
temperature dependence in surface-energy-driven surface diffusion.
Our model for SOI dewetting propagation is based upon two key morphological
instabilities caused by surface-energy-driven surface diffusion: the capillary film edge
instability and the generalized Rayleigh instability, which are described below.
CAPILLARY FILM EDGE INSTABILITY
The edge of any supercritical film void in an SOI film is fundamentally unstable
to thickening and retraction due to its high local surface curvature. This is the essence of
the capillary film edge instability. In this instability, the high positive local surface
curvature present at a patterned edge or film void edge drives mass to flow away from the
edge toward the neighboring zero curvature flat film region. The kinetics of this edge
instability can be shown to increase quickly with decreasing Si film thickness. The
following simple geometrical argument illustrates the basic film thickness and
temperature dependencies of the capillary film edge instability. From Figure 4.5, it can be
seen that a patterned edge or newly formed supercritical void edge in SOI initially has a
surface curvature (Cedge-redgege -1) approximately equal to hsi-1 and that the surface distance
ASedge over which the curvature changes from this value to zero approximates a quarter
arc of a circle and is given by 7hsi/2. Therefore, at this edge the average local curvature
gradient can be approximated by
(edge) -A(edge) 1/hsi 2 1V K(edge) ~(4.7)
As(edge) lhsi / 2  ;r hsi
Q 10
Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the capillary film edge instability in SOI. The high edge curvature that
exists at a supercritical SOI thin film void edge drives mass to flow away from the edge, making it
morphologically unstable to edge thickening and retraction. The edge radius can be seen to be equal to the
film thickness hsi. The edge curvature, equal to redge - , can be seen to be equal to hsi-' from this figure,
indicating that thinner SOI films have higher edge curvature and are thus more vulnerable to the capillary
film edge instability.
The local surface diffusion flux at the film edge, Js, proportional to the edge curvature
gradient through Equation 4.6, has this same inverse square dependence on Si film
thickness.
The edge retraction rate at a newly formed patterned film edge or film void edge
scales with the ratio of the local surface flux to the amount of film material that must be
moved for the edge to move a unit distance. This amount of film material is proportional
to the film thickness hsi. Thus, under the capillary film edge instability, the initial void
edge retraction velocity at an edge, ,,id , should have, the following Si thickness and
temperature dependencies:
D 1Void o,( (4.8)void T h 3
where Ds(si) is the Si surface diffusivity.
The capillary film edge instability is illustrated by this simple analysis. It can be
seen that there exists a capillary edge instability that drives the retraction of any
dewetting film void edge and that the initial void growth velocity in this instability
increases quickly with decreasing film edge thickness due to an increased edge curvature
gradient and decreased amount of film edge material, and with increasing temperature
due to the overwhelming positive temperature dependence of the surface diffusivity.
GENERALIZED RAYLEIGH INSTABILITY
In the canonical Rayleigh instability, a high-aspect-ratio cylindrical object
continuously lowers its total surface energy by breaking up into a row of identical
spherical particles having a highly characteristic and uniform size and separation, as
illustrated in Figure 4.6. The characteristic wavelength is proportional to the initial
cylinder radius Rcyl and is independent of temperature,
,Rayleigh oc Rcyl, (4.9)
while the characteristic evolution time scale of the Rayleigh instability under surface-
diffusion-dominated transport has the following dependencies on temperature and
cylinder radius:
T4
tRayleigh R ,1' (4.10)DP
where all parameters are as previously defined.
From Equations 4.9 and 4.10, it is clearly seen that the wavelength of the
canonical Rayleigh instability increases in proportion to the cylinder's initial
characteristic cross-sectional dimension and is independent of temperature, while the
evolution time scale of the Rayleigh instability increases with the fourth power of the
initial characteristic cross-sectional dimension and decreases strongly with increasing
temperature through the surface diffusivity. All of these key dependencies hold true for
generalized Rayleigh instabilities, in which an arbitrarily shaped high-aspect-ratio object
breaks up into a row of identical particles having a highly characteristic size and spacing,
such as occurs in the generalized Rayleigh breakdown of uniformly thickened dewetting
SOI film void edges and Si film fingers on SiO 2, as described in the next section.
vl
Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the canonical Rayleigh instability, in which a cylindrical object with
initial radius Ry Il continuously lowers its surface energy by breaking up into a row of identical spherical
particles having a highly characteristic spacing kRaylcigh. 79
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i. Dewetting Propagation Model
Our kinetic model for SOI dewetting propagation consists of the following five
distinct steps.
(I) critical void formation,
(II) void edge thickening and retraction,
(III) void edge breakdown,











Figure 4.7: Schematic illustration of our 5-step surface-energy-driven model for SOI dewetting.7"
2
I.) Critical Void Formation
Step (I) in this model is critical void formation and is illustrated in Figure 4.7(I).
As has already been described, a critical void must first be formed in order for surface-
energy-driven dewetting to proceed spontaneously. Once again, pre-existing supercritical
voids, such as exist at patterned film edges, and nucleated film voids both represent
unstable supercritical voids. As stated previously, it is this step that determines the
locations where dewetting can proceed.
II.) Void Edge Thickening
In step (II) of our kinetic model for dewetting, void edge thickening, the capillary
film edge instability that exists initially at a supercritical void edge causes mass to flow
from this edge to the neighboring flat film region and results in a continuous uniform
edge thickening with time. As reviewed in Chapter 2, Brandon and Bradshaw developed
a model for void growth via void edge thickening and retraction for a circular void, such
as would occur for a pre-existing or nucleated film void in an initially flat continuous
film region." The model essentially describes a continuously slowing edge instability due
to a continuously increasing edge thickness caused by the pile-up of film material at the
edge as it retracts, as shown in Fig 4.7(11). Their model predicts an expression for the
circular void radius, rvoid, during void growth via uniform edge thickening and retraction
given by
2 2
25r 5D 5 tV 5(
rvoid ' (4.11)h4 kT
where t is the annealing time and all other parameters are as previously defined.35
Since our own experimental work, which we describe in detail in Chapters 5 and
6, has focused on dewetting initiation not at circular voids but at straight patterned film
edges, we derive here for the first time an expression for the edge retraction distance, redge,
versus time for a thickening retracting edge at an initially straight patterned film edge,
following the same basic approach as Brandon and Bradshaw.35
The two key assumptions underpinning this model are that the thickening edge
maintains a semicircular cross-sectional profile and that the semicircular edge contains all
of the mass that has been moved during the edge thickening and retraction process. The
atomic flux per unit length along the thickened edge (this edge goes into the plane of
Figure 4.8) from the edge to the neighboring flat film region is given by
j, = Dv V#u(edge). (4.12)kT
Straight patterned film edge/
redge
Figure 4.8: Schematic diagram showing the key parameters and geometry for our derivation of an
expression for the edge retraction distance, rcdg~, of a retracting thickening dewetting edge at an initially




As in the case of the capillary film edge instability, the chemical potential
gradient at the edge is approximated by
As(edge)
Vpt(edge) = QfV ic(edge) = Qy As =ge
2x 2ix"
where x is the radius of the semi-circular thickened edge, as shown in Figure 4.8.
Substituting this expression for the chemical potential gradient into the flux equation in
Equation 4.12 yields
J,= D v I
S 2dkT x-
(4.14)
The total volume transfer from the thickened edge to the neighboring flat region per unit
dV
time, dV , per unit length along the thickened edge is given by
dt
dV D g1,J2v I
= J, * 01 -
dt 2RkT x
(4.15)
By the same assumption, the differential mass dV that flows from the thickened edge to
the neighboring flat film region and is integrated into the moving thickening semicircular
edge itself is given by
dV dx
dV = axdx -- = aX-
dt dt
(4.16)





x3dx = 2 d2(V t
(4.13)
(4.18)
By the assumption that all of the volume moved by the retracting edge is contained in the
semi-circular thickened edge, we have
edgehs= dgehi 2 x = (4.19)
dx = (4.20)
Substituting for x and dx in Equation 4.18
2 D922V D,"2V
hsireedgede =2 T t rdge 4kT dt (4.21)
Integrating the expression on the right hand side above and taking an integration constant
of zero since redge=O at time=0 yields
r~d _e D, 2 v 1
-t (4.22)2 4kT hs2i
which gives the final result
redge 2kT hs (4.23)
Similar to what is predicted by the Brandon and Bradshaw model for the circular
void case, 35 this expression predicts that the edge retraction distance during edge
thickening of a straight patterned film edge should slow with time and be slower for
thicker films. However, it is quite interesting that the power law dependencies of the edge
retraction distance are slightly different between the two cases: a 0.5 power law time
dependence for the straight edge versus the 0.4 power law time dependence for the
circular void, and a -1.0 power law film thickness dependence for the straight edge versus
the -0.6 power law for the circular void.
Both the Brandon and Bradshaw model and the straight film edge retraction
model presented here indicate that the edge thickening step of dewetting alone does not
provide for the continued film evolution that has been observed in SOI dewetting. As
void growth/edge thickening and retraction proceeds, film material piles up at the moving
edge as shown in Figures 4.7(11) and 4.8, and accordingly the edge thickness increases
with time, causing the severity of the capillary film edge instability, and thus the edge
retraction velocity, to decrease with time, as illustrated in Equations 4.11 and 4.23. Void
growth occurring by this mechanism alone would continuously slow and stop, unless
void impingement occurred before the void growth velocity decreased to a negligible
value.
III.) Void Edge Breakdown
Continued dewetting occurs via thickened edge breakdown, step (III) in our
model, as illustrated in Figure 4.7(III). Jiran and Thompson were the first to propose that
continued dewetting occurs via a morphological instability in the stalled, thickened void
edge that results from the uniform edge thickening mechanism in step (II), but did not
explicitly identify the specific breakdown mechanism. 36 We propose that this breakdown
occurs via a generalized Rayleigh instability in the thickened void edge. Recent
numerical modeling by Kan and Wong strongly supports this mechanism, as illustrated in
Figure 4.9.8" In this work, it was demonstrated numerically that a thickening retracting
dewetting film edge should undergo a generalized Rayleigh instability whose wavelength,
¾finger in Figure 4.7(III), is proportional to the initial film thickness and independent of
temperature, as expected for a Rayleigh instability, and was found to be equal to
27r
, hh, (4.24)finger kil e( C
where km, is a dimensionless parameter that was numerically solved to be 0.0685 and all
other parameters are as previously defined. 80 Inserting this value and the previously
calculated value of ®c(soL)=7 3 ' into the above equation yields a predicted edge
breakdown wavelength in SOI given by
A•,,
,
ger(SOI) - 70hs, (4.25)
Furthermore, for SOI the work of Kan and Wong predicts that the characteristic
timescale over which this instability (which includes both steps (II) and (III) in our model)
occurs should have the following Si thickness and temperature dependencies.
e-breakdow h (4.26)
O(Si)
The predicted strong decrease in the edge breakdown time with decreasing Si
thickness and with increasing temperature through the surface diffusivity shown in
Equation 4.26 is consistent with the fact that thinner SOI films and higher temperatures
have been experimentally observed to result more readily in dewetting initiation at
patterned SOI edges.
YFigure 4.9: Schematic illustration of the breakdown of a thickening retracting dewetting film edge by a
generalized Rayleigh instability, as first quantitatively modeled by Kan and Wong. 80
IV). Void Finger Formation and Growth
Step (IV) in our kinetic dewetting model is void finger formation and growth. In
this step, the locally thinner edge regions resulting from the thickened edge Rayleigh
instability in step (III) break down and form into void fingers due to their high local edge
curvature, as shown in Figure 4.7(IV). This high local edge curvature drives mass to flow
rapidly away from these regions, resulting in the penetration and growth of equally
spaced void fingers through the broken down edge and into the neighboring flat film. As
these void fingers grow, an equally spaced array of parallel Si fingers, having spacing
given by rfinger, is formed between them. The critical location that determines void finger
growth kinetics is the tip of the growing void finger. As noted first by Jiran and
Thompson, 36 these void finger tips are able to continuously maintain a local edge
thickness equal to the initial film thickness due to their ability to move mass laterally
away to the Si film fingers between them. This allows void fingers to grow at a constant
rate that is determined by the capillary film edge instability. Using this model, Jiran and
Thompson derived an expression for the void finger growth velocity, Vvoid-finger, that for
SOI gives
2 D ((si)TsivclQ2iVsi I
Vvoid-finger D- kT h 3 (4.27)
where Qsi is the atomic volume of Si, vsi is the atomic surface density of Si, and all other
parameters are as previously defined. 36 This expression exhibits the exact same thickness
and temperature dependencies as the capillary film edge instability. Under this model, the
uniform spacing of void fingers is determined by the edge breakdown process of step (III)
to be equal to finger, which from the previously stated results of Kan and Wong should be
proportional to the Si thickness and is predicted to be -70tsi for SOI. We compare this
result to our experimental measurements of edge breakdown wavelength versus SOI
thickness in Chapter 6. According to our model, it is this void finger growth step that
determines the rate at which film dewetting propagation occurs once it has initiated. From
the inverse cubic dependence of the void finger growth velocity on the Si thickness, it can
be seen that thinner films should undergo dewetting propagation at a much higher rate.
V.) Island Formation
In step (V) of our model, island formation, the uniformly spaced Si fingers
formed in step (IV) break up into discrete islands via a second generalized Rayleigh
instability, as shown in Fig 4.7(V). McCallum et al. numerically analyzed the
morphological stability of a semi-cylindrical line of film material making its equilibrium
contact angle with an underlying substrate and, as illustrated in Fig 4.10, found that such
a line should be subject to a generalized Rayleigh instability in which, for a given thin
film materials system, the breakup wavelength is proportional to the initial cross-
sectional dimension of the line and independent of temperature. 8 They calculated the
Rayleigh breakdown wavelength in the finger, kisland in Figures 4.7(V) and 4.10, to be
given by
i 1 a J - sin 0, cos CWAiland k.V sin c2 (4.28)
where W is the width of the finger as measured by the distance between the two parallel
lines of intersection of the initial cylinder with the substrate, as shown in Figure 4.10, k.m
is a numerically solved constant depending only on 0, and increasing with increasing Ec,
and the rest of the parameters are as previously defined. Using the previously calculated
SOI contact angle of 730, the relationship for SOI is predicted to be
2 finger (SOI) • 8.0W (4.29)
Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of the generalized Rayleigh instability in a film finger making its
equilibrium contact angle with an underlying substrate, as analyzed by McCallum et al.8'
The kinetics of film finger breakup in step (V) have the same top Si thickness and
temperature dependencies as the generalized Rayleigh instability in step (II), indicated in
Equation 4.26, and thus the characteristic time for island formation from the Si fingers,
tisland, is predicted under this model to decrease quickly with decreasing top Si thickness
and increasing temperature, just as in step (III).
III. Consistency with Experimental Observations: Surface-Energy-Driven Model vs
Strain-Driven Model
A. Consistency of Surface-Energy-Driven Dewetting Model with Experiment
Having described our surface-energy-driven SOI dewetting model in detail, we
now explain how this model is able to account for the key experimental observations
from the existing SOI dewetting literature. The ability of our model to account for the key
experimental observations in SOI dewetting is summarized in Table 4.1 below.70
Experimental observation
Nonedie reaions--local. random initiation
Patterned films--edge initiation
Patterned edges less stable than nonedee regions
Nonedee rerions--thimnner SOI filnms less stable
Film edges.-thinner SOI films less stable
Ordered void finer and island formation
Agglomernted structure dimensions "tsi
Aaglomeration behavior independent of SiO, rhickme
Surface-energy-driven model explanation
Spatial nature of agglomeration initiation
Heterogenous void nucleation at film defects.
Edges are preexisting unstable supercritical voids.
Agglomeration stability
Edges are unstable supercritical voids, void nucleation
circumvented.
Lower beterogenous void nucleation barrier: AG,,c .
Propagation kinetics increase with increased T and decreased :si
-generalized Rayleigh instability: t~t. t-d14- ID AI
--capillary edge instability: v f•CDs/4 1i
Agglomeration morphology
Five-step kinetic model explains morphology
Order is due to generalized Rayleigh instabilities.
Generalized Rayleigh instabilities: Aufr- A•istssr independent
ofT.
ss SiO. thickness plays no role.
Table 4.1: Summary of the ability of the surface-energy-driven dewetting model posed in this work to
account for all key experimental observations of SOI dewetting from the literature.70
First, the surface-energy-driven dewetting model presented here is able to account
for the observed spatial nature of SOI dewetting initiation and growth. The model is able
to explain the observed local and random initiation of SOI dewetting in initially flat
continuous film regions to be the result of heterogeneous void nucleation at randomly
distributed film defects. Under our model, the edge dewetting initiation that has been
observed at patterned film edges is explained to simply be due to the fact that these edges
represent the edges of pre-existing fundamentally unstable supercritical voids.
Secondly, the model is able to account for the key experimental dependencies of
the thermal stability of SOI films against dewetting, including the determining role
played by the Si layer thickness. The decreased stability of thinner films against
nucleation in initially flat continuous film regions is explained by our model to be the
result of the decreased stability of thinner films against critical void nucleation due to a
decreased void nucleation barrier present in thinner films.
The decreased stability of film edges to dewetting initiation relative to continuous
flat film regions is explained by our model to be the natural result of film edges
representing pre-existing unstable critical void edges at which void nucleation has been
circumvented. The model is further able to explain why thinner films are less stable
against dewetting initiation and propagation once a critical void has been created in an
SOl film. The capillary edge instability and the generalized Rayleigh instability that are
responsible for dewetting propagation under our model both have evolution rates that
increase rapidly with temperature through the thermally activated surface diffusivity and
that increase with decreasing Si film thickness according to inverse power laws, as seen
in Equations 4.1 1, 4.23, 4.26, and 4.27, describing the evolution rates of each of the steps
in our kinetic model.
Third, our kinetic dewetting propagation model is able to explain the origin of the
morphology observed in SOI dewetting. The surface-energy-instability-driven void edge
thickening and breakdown, void finger formation and growth, and island formation
mechanism described in our model, illustrated in Figure 4.7, accounts very well for the
experimentally observed void finger and island formation morphology observed in SOI
dewetting, as shown in Figs 3.3(a) and 3.4(a) from the literature. Our proposed dewetting
propagation mechanism explains the ordered Si island arrays that have been observed in
SOI dewetting to be a natural result of the ordering tendency inherent in generalized
Rayleigh instabilities.
Furthermore, the dewetting propagation mechanism presented here is able to
explain why the finger/island length and size scales in dewetted SOI structures are
observed to be proportional to the top Si thickness, even when annealed at different
temperatures. Under our model, this scaling is a natural result of the temperature
independence and proportionality of the Rayleigh instability breakup length scales in
steps (III) and (V), finger and island, respectively, with the top Si thickness.
Finally, the dewetting model presented here is consistent with the experimental
observation that SOI dewetting behavior has been observed to be independent of the SOI
buried SiO 2 layer thickness. The buried SiO 2 layer thickness does not play any role in the
model we have presented here.
B. Inconsistency of Stress-Driven Dewetting Model with Experiment
In this section, we show that the literature consensus theory that SOI dewetting is
a stress-driven morphological evolution phenomenon is inconsistent with experimental
observations from the literature.
First, the stress-driven theory is not able to account for the observed local spatial
nature of SOI dewetting initiation at random, local points in flat continuous films and at
film edges in patterned SOI films. The stress-driven theory of film roughening and break-
up was pioneered by Asaro and Tiller66 and Grinfel'd 67 (in fact the roughening
mechanism is often called the "Asaro-Tiller-Grinfel'd" instability) and was significantly
extended and further developed for mismatched heteroepitaxial films by Gao and Nix.68
In stress-driven thin film roughening and breakup, a periodic roughness with a
characteristic wavelength develops not locally, but simultaneously across the whole film,
as shown in Figure 4.11 for a highly strained SiGe film grown on Si. 68 Thus, the stress-
driven film breakup mechanism is inconsistent with the local dewetting initiation that has
been observed in SOI dewetting.
Figure 4.11: AFM micrograph of stress-driven film roughening and breakdown in a 10nm epitaxial
Sio.82Geo.0 8 film on Si after a I min anneal at 850C. Note the breakdown occurs across the whole film
simultaneously, inconsistent with the initial local breakdown observed in SOI dewetting.6
Furthermore, the explanation by proponents of the stress-driven theory of SOI
dewetting that patterned film edges are more unstable than initially continuous flat film
regions due to stress-concentration at film edges is based upon a false premise. Both
theoretical and experimental studies on the subject have shown that film stress is actually
relaxed at patterned edges in stressed films.
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Finally, film stress in the top Si layer introduced due to the thermal expansion
mismatch between Si and SiO2 depends strongly on the thickness of the underlying SiO2
layer in SOI.85 The fact that dewetting behavior has been observed to be completely
independent of the SiO2 layer thickness provides further evidence that SOI dewetting is
not a stress-driven phenomenon.
Summary
In this chapter we presented a surface-energy-driven model for SOI dewetting
based upon critical void formation and void growth via capillary instabilities. We have
shown that the surface energy driving force for SOI dewetting far exceeds that due to
stress relaxation. We have also shown that our surface-energy-driven dewetting model for
SOI is able to account well for all of the key experimental observations of SOI dewetting
from the literature, while the stress-driven model is not. Together, we believe that these
observations provide convincing evidence that our surface-energy-driven SOI dewetting
model is the correct model for this phenomenon.
Chapter 5
SOI Dewetting Study -
Experimental Details
In this chapter, we describe the experimental details of a first-of-a-kind
fundamental study of the kinetics of dewetting in ultra-thin SOI films. The experimental
details of this study were carefully chosen and controlled to enable both a qualitative
understanding and a quantitative determination of the key kinetic dependencies of SOI
dewetting. In this study, we focused on a quantitative study of the kinetics of 1.) the
initial edge retraction and thickening mechanism at dewetting patterned film edges 2.) the
Rayleigh breakdown of thickened dewetting film edges, and 3.) the formation and
propagation of film void fingers by which continued dewetting occurs.
In order to allow for a careful study of only the kinetics of SOI dewetting and not
of a convolution of critical void nucleation and thermal oxide desorption along with the
dewetting process, we focused our attention on dewetting in patterned SOI mesa
structures, following Jiran and Thompson,36 and used a pre-anneal sample cleaning
procedure that included a final dilute HF dip to provide an SiO 2-free silicon surface
immediately prior to annealing. Furthermore, in order to study anisotropic effects in SOI
dewetting, we have also for the first time performed a systematic study of the effect of in-
plane SOI mesa-edge orientation on dewetting. In addition, we describe and demonstrate
a novel SOI film dewetting stabilization concept, dielectric SOI film-edge coverage, for
the first time.
Sample Description
In this work, a systematic ultra-thin SOI dewetting study was performed by UHV
annealing of (100)-oriented top Si SOI samples of various thicknesses over a range of
temperatures and times. The bulk of the SOI samples used in this work came from
bonded SOI wafers with lightly B doped (100cm) top Si layers and underlying Si
substrates obtained from a leading commercial SOI supplier. Samples were received in
the form of 300mm bonded SOI wafers with a buried SiO2 layer thickness of 145nm and
top Si layer thicknesses ranging from 5.0nm to 50.0nm. These samples of various top Si
thicknesses were obtained by uniformly thinning down initially 50.0nm thick layers via a
layer removal process based on successive consumption of small amounts of the top Si
layer via dry thermal oxidation and oxide layer removal via etching in a dilute HF
solution.
The sample set used in this study consisted of SOI samples having nominal
average top Si thicknesses of 5nm, 10nm, 15nm, 20nm, 35nm, and 50nm. (Note:
throughout this study, these samples will be identified by referencing these nominal
average thickness values.) The actual top Si layer thicknesses for these samples,
representing average thickness values and total thickness value range variations
determined from a 300-point spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement across the 300mm
substrates, were: 5.0±0.8nm, 10.4±0.9nm, 15.2+0.9nm, 20.1±1.lnm, 35.4±1.2, and
49.8±1.Onm.
To compare dewetting kinetics in bonded and SIMOX films, samples from a
200mm SIMOX SOI substrate obtained from commercial SiMOX SOI wafer supplier
were also used in this study. From a 300-point spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement
across the whole 200mm wafer, the average top Si thickness and Si thickness range of
this sample was determined to be 20.2nm+2.0nm. However, all annealing experiments
performed on this sample were in fact performed on samples from a cleaved 40mm
square piece of this wafer having average Si thickness and Si thickness variation given by
20.0+0.6nm.
Sample Preparation
To fabricate samples with patterned Si mesa structures, the SOI wafers were first
cleaved into 40mm square pieces, which naturally cleave with edge orientations parallel
to the in-plane <110> directions of the underlying (100)-oriented silicon substrate of the
SOI wafer. The top Si layers in these samples had identical orientations to the underlying
Si substrates. After wafer cleaving, organic contamination and surface particles were
removed using a standard 10min 3:1 H2SO4/H2 02 "piranha" wet clean, followed by 5
minute deonized water rinsing and sample drying with compressed nitrogen. Si top layer
SOI mesa structures were then formed from these cleaved samples via photolithography
followed by an SF 6-based isotropic plasma Si etch, selective to the underlying SiO 2, using
a Surface Technology Systems TM Inductively Coupled Plasma dry etching system. Etch
times of 15-60s were used along with a 120W platen power. The photoresist was then
removed using two 30min iterations of the aforementioned H2SO,/H 202 wet clean,
followed by deonized water rinsing and sample drying with compressed nitrogen. Figure
5.1 shows the resultant etched Si mesa structure created by this dry etching process. It
can clearly be seen that the etch used was slightly more aggressive than desired, resulting
in overetching of the Si mesa laterally underneath the edge initially defined by the
photoresist. The etched edge also shows some degree of roughness as a result of the
aggressiveness of the etch. Ideally, perfectly straight etched mesa edges would be
preferred for a controlled study of SOI dewetting. However, due to process compatibility
constraints, the plasma etch technique described here was the best mesa patterning
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Figure 5.1: AFM images illustrating the structure of the patterned Si mesas after plasma dry etching. The
etch can be seen to have laterally etched -700nm beneath the edge as initially defined by the photoresist
and edge roughness is visible. a.) Plan view AFM image of an etched edge in a 10nm-thick bonded SOI
film. b.) Bird's eye view AFM image of the same edge, showing the overetch into the underlying SiO2
layer as well as the lateral overetch of the Si mesa.
The photolithography mask pattern used to make the patterned top Si SOI mesa
structures in this work can be seen in Figure 5.2. The mask was designed such that its
edges were to be aligned with the <110> in-plane edges of the cleaved SOI pieces.
Misorientations of < 1V were readily achieved. The mask contained rectangular mesa
patterns with widths ranging from 3-200gtm and with edge orientations relative to the
horizontal <110> in-plane direction in the mask given by 0, 10, 19.47, 20, 26.57, 30,
35.26, 40, 45, 50, 54.74, 60, 63.43, 64.76, 70, 80, 90 degrees. The 0' and 90' mesas had
edges parallel to the in-plane <110> directions of the (100)-oriented top Si layer, the 450
I , , , , i
mesa edges parallel to the in-plane <100> directions, and the 26.57' and 63.43' mesas
edges parallel to the in-plane <310> directions. The other angle orientations that are
multiples of 10' were used to explore the general behavior at non-special edge
orientations, while the other non-integer angle mesas represented special in-plane
directions for (110)-oriented top Si SOI layers, which did not become available for this
study. The mask also contained square mesas with edges parallel to the in-plane <110>
directions of (100)-oriented SOI and circular mesas containing all in-plane edge
orientations, both having radius/side lengths spanning the range of 2-1000 m.
Figure 5.2: Photolithography mask pattern used to fabricate the top Si SOI mesa structures used in this
dewetting study. The edges outlining the pattern above were aligned with the <110>-oriented cleaved edges
of SOI samples. Shaded regions represent where Si remained after the etch, white regions represent where
the Si was etched away.
Annealing Studies of Dewetting
The UHV annealing furnace used for the dewetting studies in this work was a
load-locked hot-walled UHV-CVD reactor with a base pressure of 5x10 -8 torr and
background partial pressures of 02 and H20 of < 5x10 -9 torr. The hot zone of this UHV-
CVD reactor consisted of a high purity quartz tube surrounded by a three-zone resistive
tube furnace. The chamber was pumped by a Turbo pump backed by a mechanical pump
and a roots blower pump. The load lock was pumped by a turbo pump and a mechanical
pump.
For annealing studies, the patterned 40mm square cleaved samples were further
cleaved down into I Ox 10mm samples representing a single quadrant of the pattern shown
in Figure 5.2 and were subjected to the following standard pre-anneal cleaning procedure.
Compressed nitrogen was first used to physically remove any small particles left on the
surface after cleaving. A 5min 3:1 H2SO4/H 202 "piranha" wet clean was then performed
to remove organic contamination and any remaining particles left by the cleaving
process. The sample was then rinsed for 2 min in deionized water. The thin native SiO2
layer present on the top Si SOI layer was then removed using a 30s 20:1 H20:49%HF
dip, leaving the Si surface regions hydrogen terminated, native oxide free, and
hydrophobic. Any small drops of the HF solution that were present on the sample surface
after the HF dip were removed using compressed nitrogen. (Note: In order to maintain a
hydrogen terminated Si surface and to avoid the formation of a SiO 2 layer, the samples
were not rinsed in deionized water after the HF dip.)
Immediately after the HF dip, samples were placed flat top Si side up onto a
quartz carrier which was introduced into the UHV furnace loadlock within 1 minute of
the HF dip. Within 7 minutes of the HF dip, the loadlock reached a pressure of 1.5x10 -6
torr and the sample was introduced into the UHV furnace chamber using a vacuum-
sealed magnetically-coupled quartz rod such that the sample was in the middle zone of
the three zone furnace. In all experiments, all three furnace zones were held at the desired
annealing temperature between 750-800C at all times. The maximum pressure achieved
in the UHV furnace chamber during sample transfer was 2.0x10 -7 torr. After sample
transfer, the chamber pressure fell below 1.0x10 -7 torr within 1 minute and below
5.0x10 -8 torr within 3 minutes. Upon sample introduction, the middle furnace zone
temperature always decreased to -10C below the desired setpoint temperature as the
quartz boat and sample were heated. The finite temperature-ramp-rate of the quartz boat
and sample after introduction to the middle zone of the three zone furnace was accounted
for by taking the anneal start time to occur when the middle furnace zone temperature
climbed to within 5C of the furnace setpoint. The time between sample introduction and
this "anneal start time" was always in the range of 3-5 minutes. In our annealing
experiments, the middle furnace zone temperature always overshot the desired set point
temperature by 5C, returning back to the set point temperature 13 minutes after the
"anneal start time". At the end of the desired annealing time, the quartz boat and sample
were removed from the furnace to the load lock using the vacuum-sealed magnetically-
coupled quartz rod and placed into the 5xl0 -9 torr ambient of the room temperature load
lock to cool. It should be noted that due to the finite ramp rate and temperature overshoot
over the first 13 minutes of annealing, only annealing times greater than 15 minutes were
considered in this study.
After annealing, samples were characterized using optical microscopy with a
Zeiss Ultraphot optical microscope capable of 1000x magnification fitted with a digital
camera, scanning electron microscopy with a 6320 JEOL 6320FV field emission high
resolution scanning electron microscope, and atomic force microscopy with a Digital
Instruments 3000 atomic force microscope.
SOI Defect Study
In order to evaluate the defect content of the ultra-thin single crystal SOI films
studied in this work, we also performed a defect study on bonded SOI samples with 5nm,
10nm, 15nm, 20nm, 35nm thicknesses and the SiMOX SOI sample with 20nm thickness
using defect-revealing wet etching techniques. The top Si layer pinhole density was
determined using a 1 min 49% HF defect etch. In this etch, the HF solution penetrates
any pinholes in the top Si film and etches circular holes in the underlying SiO 2 layer
which are easily visible and countable via optical microscopy. The dislocation/stacking
fault density in the top Si SOI layers were determined using a modified Secco etch.86 Due
to the extremely thin layers used in this study, a dilute Secco etch had to be used to
minimize the Si etch rate in undefected film regions to allow for defect etch contrast. The
dilute solution used consisted of 0.15M K2Cr207:49% HF: DI H1120 (1:2:6). The Secco
etch pit density was then measured using optical microscopy.
Dielectric SO1 Edge Coverage Stabilization Structure
Buried SiO 2
Thermal SiO2
Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration of the process and structure used to demonstrate dielectric layer edge-
coverage stabilization of Si SOI mesas against dewetting.
In order to demonstrate the stabilization of patterned SOI structures against
dewetting using a dielectric edge-coverage stabilization technique, a 40mm square
50.0nm thick bonded SOI sample with the plasma-etched patterned Si SOI mesa structure
illustrated in Figure 5.1 was exposed to dry thermal oxidation under 760torr of 02 at
1000C for 100min. This resulted in the growth of 75nm of SiO2, consuming the initial
50.0nm Si layer to the point that it was 14.8nm thick after oxidation, as measured by
spectroscopy ellipsometry. Photolithography was then used to cover the edges of the
square and circular oxidized Si mesas with photoresist stripes having edge overlap
distances of 2, 5, and 10pm. The uncovered SiO2 regions were then etched using a 2 min




SOI Dewetting Study -
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this chapter, we present the results of a UHV annealing study of dewetting in
ultra-thin SOI films and interpret the results in terms of our isotropic 5-step capillary
dewetting model presented in Chapter 4. We find that dewetting kinetics in this
anisotropic dewetting system obey the scaling laws predicted by our isotropic model.
However, the highly anisotropic geometries observed in SOI dewetting require detailed
consideration of the anisotropic Si surface energy. In this chapter, we also extend our
isotropic dewetting model to account for these anisotropic effects as well.
We begin by describing key general observations from our SOI dewetting study
and then present and discuss our results in the context of the surface-energy-driven
dewetting model presented in Chapter 4, focusing in turn on dewetting initiation in
initially continuous flat film regions, edge thickening and retraction at straight patterned
film edges, thickened edge breakdown, and dewetting propagation via void finger
formation and propagation.
I. Key General Observations of SOI Dewetting
Consistent with the surface-energy-driven dewetting model presented in Chapter
4, in our SOI dewetting study we have clearly observed dewetting initiation at patterned
film edges and have observed film edges to go through each of the distinct dewetting
phases discussed in the model: 1.) film edge retraction via continuous uniform edge
thickening, 2.) thickened edge breakdown, and 3.) dewetting front propagation via void
finger formation and propagation.
Figure 6.1: SEM image showing the uniform edge breakdown and void finger front propagation that is
observed in films 5 20nm thick for in-plane mesa-edge orientations at or near <100>. This image is from a
<100>-oriented mesa edge in a 20nm-thick SOI film UHV annealed at 750C for 4150min.
The rate and geometry with which the edge breakdown process proceeds has been
observed to be critically dependent upon the SOI film thickness and the in-plane SOI
mesa edge orientation.
A. Effect of Film Thickness on General SOI Dewetting Observations
As illustrated in Figure 6.1, in films with top Si thickness < 20nm, mesa edges at
or near <100> in-plane edge orientations are found to break down most rapidly and
uniformly and exhibit dewetting by the formation and growth of an equally-spaced
parallel array of void fingers oriented preferentially in in-plane <100> directions. Since
edge breakdown occurs uniformly in these mesa edges, the dewetting propagation
distance of void fingers in these mesas is highly uniform and thus defines a uniform
dewetting propagation front. This dewetting behavior, in which the film mesa edge
breaks down uniformly and simultaneously along the length of the whole edge, allows
readily for the extraction of meaningful kinetic parameters from <100>-edge-oriented
mesas in SOI films with Si thickness < 20nm, such as the edge breakdown wavelength
and the dewetting propagation distance, as described below.
However, in annealed SOI films with top Si thickness > 35nm, even mesas with
edge orientations at or near the <100> in-plane orientation, the orientation observed to
most readily undergo uniform edge breakdown, exhibit very different behavior in which
the thickening retracting mesa edge breaks down locally as opposed to uniformly. In
these thicker films, upon sufficient annealing, edge breakdown occurs only at discrete
mesa-edge locations and void finger formation and growth occurs only at these locations,
with void fingers radiating from these local edge breakdown sources into the surrounding
flat thin film region, as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. This local and erratic mesa-edge
breakdown behavior in thicker SOI samples makes the extraction of meaningful kinetic
parameters difficult or impossible, as it does not allow for meaningful measurements or
comparisons of edge breakdown wavelengths or dewetting propagation distances from
sample to sample.
Figure 6.2: SEM image of the local and erratic edge breakdown observed in UHV annealed SOI films with
thickness > 35nm. This image is of a <100> in-plane-oriented mesa in a 35nm SOI film annealed at 800C
for 2634min.
Figure 6.3: Optical micrograph of the local and erratic edge breakdown observed in UHV annealed SOI
mesas in films with thickness > 35nm, showing an earlier stage of breakdown than in Figure 6.2. The
middle mesa in the image is a <100> in-plane-oriented mesa in a 35nm SOI film annealed at 750C for
4500min. Similar behavior is seen in the neighboring mesas with edge orientations off of <100> by 5" on
either side.
We believe that this important qualitative difference between the edge breakdown
behavior of thinner (< 20nm) and thicker (2 35nm) films is due to two distinct effects: 1.)
the much greater stability of thicker films to uniform Rayleigh edge breakdown due to the
hSi4 dependence of the thickened edge Rayleigh instability breakdown time (as seen from
Equation 4.26) and 2.) the significant edge roughness introduced by the aggressive Si
plasma etch used in this study (illustrated in Figure 5.1). The dependence of the thickened
edge Rayleigh instability breakdown time on the fourth power of the Si thickness causes
the uniform Rayleigh breakdown time for a 35nm film to be predicted to be
approximately a factor of 10 greater than that for a 20nm film at any given temperature.
We propose that this much longer predicted uniform Rayleigh breakdown time in films >
35nm causes edge breakdown in these thicker films to initiate first at heterogeneous edge
sites, such as locations with particular severe edge roughness, before uniform Rayleigh
edge breakdown is able to proceed.
We also believe that the observed clear local edge breakdown and local formation
and radiation of void fingers from these edge breakdown locations is further enhanced by
the fact that the ratio of the void finger propagation rate (Equation 4.27) to the edge break
down rate (Equation 4.26), scales with the Si film thickness.
Vvoid-lfger c h (6.1)
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This relationship causes the ratio of the void propagation rate to the edge breakdown rate
to be larger in thicker films than in thinner films, causing voids fingers to readily grow
from local heterogeneous edge breakdown locations in thicker films. In thinner films, the
relatively slower void finger propagation rate relative to the edge breakdown rate should
result in less prominent punch-through of void fingers at any edge regions where local
edge breakdown might occur, making the formation of a uniform void finger propagation
front more favored.
B. Effect of In-Plane Mesa Orientation on General SOI Dewetting Observations
In addition to the dramatic effect the film thickness has been observed to have on
the basic nature of dewetting edge breakdown and void finger formation and growth in
SOI mesas, we have also observed an analogous effect in mesas as a function of in-plane
mesa-edge orientation, as shown in Figure 6.4. In SOI films 5 20nm thick, mesas with
edges oriented at or near <100> in-plane orientations are consistently found to break
down uniformly and simultaneously along their whole length, as shown in Figures 6.1,
6.4(a), and 6.4(b). However, mesas with edges oriented at or near <110> in-plane
orientations are observed to be much more stable against breakdown and void finger
formation, with edge breakdown observed to occur locally and erratically with time, if at
all, with void fingers forming at and radiating from these edge breakdown locations, as
illustrated in Figures 6.4(c), 6.4(d), and 6.5. Similar to what has been observed in SOI
films > 35nm, we believe that the local heterogeneous edge breakdown observed in
mesas with edge orientations near <110> in-plane orientations in films 5 20nm thick is
caused by an enhanced stability against uniform Rayleigh edge breakdown, in this case
due to the formation of stable (111) and (311) facets at the thickening retracting mesa
edge as discussed below, and the presence of severe local edge roughness due to the









Figure 6.4: SEM images of UHV annealed SOI mesas having various edge orientations. The uniform and
rapid breakdown of edges at and near <100> in-plane orientations and the enhanced stability of mesa edges
at or near <110> in-plane orientations are evident. a.) <100> edge-oriented mesa; b.) mesa oriented near
<100>, 350 from <110>; c.) mesa oriented 100 from <110>, local breakdown and void finger formation is
seen; and d.) <110>-oriented mesa - complete stability against break down is observed. 20nm-thick SOI
sample annealed at 750C for 4150min.
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Figure 6.5: SEM image of a <1 10> edge-oriented SOI mesa showing local edge breakdown, presumably
caused by a locally severe point of edge roughness. 10nm-thick SOI sample annealed at 800C for 45min
Figure 6.6 highlights the difference in dewetting behavior observed for various in-
plane mesa-edge orientations. Due to this anisotropic dewetting behavior, in a single
annealed sample, mesa edges with different edge-orientations can be found to be
undergoing each of the three distinct phases of dewetting. Figure 6.6(a) shows a <110>-
oriented mesa edge in the edge thickening and retraction phase, Figure 6.6(b) shows a
mesa oriented 10' off <110> undergoing uniform Rayleigh edge break down, and Figure
6.6(c) shows a <100>-oriented mesa edge well into the void finger propagation stage.
This anisotropic dewetting behavior can be understood in terms of the anisotropic
surface energy of Si, as discussed in Appendix A. During uniform edge thickening and
retraction, <110>-oriented mesa edges can readily facet on the low energy (111) and (311)
planes while maintaining a straight edge and thus are very stable against breakdown.
(100)-oriented mesa edges can easily facet laterally on (111) planes during edge break
down and thus breakdown occurs readily in these edges.
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Figure 6.6: AFM images illustrating the diversity of dewetting behavior observed for different mesa-edge
orientations in a single UHV annealed SOI sample. a.) <110>-oriented edge undergoing uniform edge
thickening and retraction, b.) 100 off <110>-oriented mesa undergoing uniform edge breakdown, and c.)
<100>-oriented mesa undergoing continuous void finger propagation after edge breakdown. 20nm-thick
SOI film annealed at 750C for 4150min.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 highlight another important observation of anisotropic
behavior in our dewetting experiments that void fingers clearly form and propagate
preferentially in <100> in-plane directions. Figure 6.7 shows that the preferential void
finger propagation in <100> directions is independent of the initial SOI mesa edge
orientation. Measurements of the orientations of greater than 200 void fingers in each
UHV annealed sample in this study have shown that the average void finger direction in
all mesas falls within 0.50 of <100>, confirming quantitatively what is evident visually
from Figures 6.1, 6.7, and 6.8.
Figure 6.7 also illustrates that with the exception of <1 10>-oriented edges, void
fingers grow in a single <100> direction, the <100> direction that is closest to being
perpendicular to the edge. Figure 6.8 illustrates this effect at the corner of a <100>-
oriented mesa.
(100)100 off (110)
Figure 6.7: SEM images from a 10nm-thick SOI film annealed at 750C for 1325min illustrating the
formation and growth of void fingers preferentially in the <100> in-plane direction, regardless of mesa
edge orientation.
Figure 6.8: SEM image illustrating formation of void fingers in the <100> in-plane directions that are
closest to perpendicular to the initial mesa edge orientation. 15nm-thick SOI film annealed at 750C for3375min.
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Figure 6.9: SEM image of dewetting at the edges of a circular SOI mesa illustrating the enhanced stability
of <110>-oriented edges against breakdown and the preferential formation and growth of void fingers in
<100> directions regardless of initial edge orientation. 10nm-thick SOI film annealed at 800C for 45min.
Observation of dewetting in a circular SOI mesa allows for the simultaneous
observation of dewetting behavior at all in-plane edge orientations. The enhanced
stability of <110>-oriented edges against breakdown and the preferential formation and
growth of void fingers in <100> directions after edge breakdown, regardless of the initial
edge orientation, are evident in the SEM image of dewetting in a circular mesa shown in
Figure 6.9.
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II. SOI Dewetting Results and Interpretation in Terms of Surface-Energy-Driven
Dewetting Mechanism
We now present and discuss our experimental results in terms of the sequential
phases of dewetting described in the surface-energy-driven model presented in Chapter 4.
A. Dewetting Initiation in Initially Continuous Flat SOI Film Regions
In order to understand the relationship between the defect content of ultra-thin
SOI films and dewetting initiation in initially flat continuous SOI film regions, we
performed a full defect study of our ultra-thin SOI sample set along with our UHV SOI
annealing study.
The defect contents of bonded and SiMOX films were observed to be quite
similar. HF defect (pre-existing film void) densities were determined to be very low in all
films studied: 0.17-1.0 cm-2 and 0.16-0.84 cm -2 for the bonded films and SiMOX film,
respectively.
A Secco defect study was also performed on these SOI samples. Due to the
extremely thin SOI layers studied here (5-35nm), a modified dilute Secco etch was used
to minimize the etch rate of the undefected Si regions to allow for defect etch contrast, as
discussed in Chapter 5. Etch tests were performed on 15nm, 20nm, and 35nm bonded
samples and the 20nm SIMOX sample studied in this work. Secco defect-to-film etch
selectivity was insufficient to observe defects in the 15nm films, but repeatable results
were obtained for the 20nm and 35nm films. Defect counts were found to be consistent
within a factor of 2 for both different thicknesses and HF etch times, a saturation in the
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defect count with etch time indicating that all defects present were revealed. Secco defect
densities were found to be 900-4000 cm"' and 700-1000 cm-2 for the 20nm and 35nm
bonded samples and the 20nm SiMOX sample, respectively.
In our dewetting studies of 5-35nm SOI films annealed at 750-800C for 15-
4500min, we did observe dewetting initiation to occur in initially flat continuous SOI
film regions. However, in all cases, we observed dewetting initiation to always occur
with a density of < 300 cm . Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6.10, in all cases where
dewetting initiation sites in initially flat continuous film regions were examined via SEM,
process-induced surface particles were found to be the heterogeneous cause of dewetting
initiation.
The observation of densities of dewetting initiation in initially flat continuous SOI
film regions well below the measured stacking fault/dislocation densities measured in our
SOI films using the Secco etch technique strongly indicates that stacking faults and
dislocations do not serve as void nucleation sites in flat continuous SOI film regions.
Furthermore, the observation of clearly extrinsically introduced surface particles at all
dewetting initiation sites observed in flat continuous SOI film regions, provides strong
evidence that flat continuous regions in SOI films are inherently highly metastable
against dewetting and that intrinsic defects present in SOI films, such as stacking faults
and dislocations, do not provide heterogeneous pathways for critical void nucleation in
SOI films.
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Figure 6.10: SEM images of observed dewetting initiation locations in initially flat continuous SOI film
regions after UHV annealing. In all cases where dewetting initiation sites in flat SOI film regions were
inspected with SEM, extrinsically introduced surface particles were responsible for initiation. Left: 10nm-
thick SOI film annealed at 750C for 1325min, Right: 20nm-thick SOI film annealed at 750C for 2821min.
B. Kinetics of Edge Thickening and Retraction
Figure 6.11 shows a <110>-oriented edge that has undergone uniform edge
thickening and retraction during UHV annealing. As shown in Figure 6.12, thickening
retracting <110>-oriented edges have been found to be bounded by stable (111) and (311)
Si facets, as explained in Appendix A. The ability of <110>-edges to form these stable
edge facets explains the uniquely high stability of these edges against edge breakdown.
This enhanced stability of <110> in-plane-oriented mesas against breakdown has allowed
us to perform a quantitative study of the kinetics of the edge thickening and retraction
dewetting process for the first time in SOI. In fact, we are not aware of any existing
literature reporting on the kinetics of uniform film edge thickening and retraction from
patterned dewetting thin film edges anywhere in the existing dewetting literature. As
shown in Figure 6.13, the edge retraction distance was easily extracted from SEM images





Figure 6.11: Birds-eye view AFM image of a <110>-oriented SOI mesa undergoing uniform edge
thickening and retraction. 15nm SOI sample UHV annealed at 800C for 180min.
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Figure 6.12: AFM cross-sectional profile perpendicular to the <110>-oriented thickening retracting edge
shown in Figure 6.11. The presence of stable (111) and (311) Si facets in the edge is evident from the
profile, explaining the enhanced stability of <110>-oriented SOI edges against Rayleigh breakdown.
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Figure 6.13: Plan-view SEM image showing a top down view of a thickening retracting dewetting <1 10>-
oriented film edge and the measured edge retraction distance from the initial edge position (dotted line) and
the final edge position after annealing. (Note the Si layer overetch.) <110>-oriented mesa edge in 15nm
SOI sample UHV annealed at 800C for 180min.
For each annealed sample in which uniform edge thickening and retraction was
observed at <110>-oriented mesa edges, at least 15 edge retraction distance values from 5
different mesa-edge locations were measured and averaged. The average edge retraction
distances are plotted versus time for 750C and 800C annealing temperatures in Figures
6.14 and 6.15, respectively.
From the expression we derived for the edge retraction distance at a straight film
edge in Chapter 4 (Equation 4.23), we expect the edge distance to increase with the
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Figure 6.14: Plot of the edge retraction distance at <110>-oriented mesa edges versus annealing time for
various SOI samples annealed at 750C. The data are well fit by a power law with n=0.58 and 0.55 for 15nm
and 20nm SOI films, respectively.
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Figure 6.15: Plot of the edge retraction distance at <110>-oriented mesa edges versus time for various SOI
samples annealed at 800C. The data are well fit by a power law with n=0.50, 0.55, and 0.42 for 15nm,
20nm, and 35nm SOI films, respectively.
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From Figures 6.14 and 6.15, it can be seen that the data are fit well by power law
fits. At 750C, the exponent of the best power law fits for 15nm and 20nm SOI
thicknesses are n = 0.58 and 0.55, respectively. At 800C, the best power law fits for
15nm, 20nm, and 35nm SOI thicknesses are n = 0.50, 0.55, and 0.42, respectively. The
good power law fits of the edge retraction distance data versus time and the range of n
values of 0.42-0.58 agree well with our model's prediction that the edge retraction
distance should depend on the square root of time.
In order to further evaluate the validity of our model for the edge thickening and
retraction kinetics of dewetting at a straight SOI film edge, we have plotted the edge
retraction distance-film thickness product against time on a log-log plot for all of our
edge retraction distance data in Figure 6.16. In Chapter 4, we derived the following
relation for the edge retraction distance
redge T= D 2v . (6.2)e 2kT hsi
which yields the following relationship for the edge retraction distance-film thickness
product
redgehSi =D 22 (6.3)
As shown in Figure 6.16, a log-log plot of the edge retraction distance-film thickness
product versus time has a good linear fit and gives n = 0.49 and 0.55 for 800C and 750C,
respectively. The observed good linear fit and extraction of n values very close to the 0.5
value predicted by our model lend strong support to the validity of the dewetting edge
retraction model we developed in Chapter 4. It is of note that although top Si SOI films
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have anisotropic surface energies and exhibit clear anisotropic behavior, the edge
thickening and retraction process observed at <110>-oriented mesas in these films still
obeys the scaling laws predicted by our isotropic dewetting model.
Annealing Time (min)
Figure 6.16: Log-log plot of the edge retraction distance-SOI thickness product versus annealing time. The
reasonably good linear fit and n values close to 0.5 lend strong support to the validity of our model for
dewetting edge retraction at a straight thin film edge.
C. Thickened Dewetting Edge Breakdown
Under our surface-energy-driven dewetting model, it is the edge breakdown
process that initiates void finger formation and propagation and determines the spacing of
void fingers. Our edge breakdown model, based on a generalized Rayleigh instability in
the uniformly thickened retracting dewetting film edge, predicts that the edge should
breakdown with a highly characteristic and uniform wavelength that is proportional to the
film thickness, as shown in Equations 4.24 and 4.25.
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We have clearly observed the thickened edge breakdown process in the early
stages of dewetting at SOI film edges in our study, as shown in Figure 6.17. In order to
study the edge breakdown process, we measured the average spacing between edge
Figure 6.17: SEM image of a < 100>-oriented edge that has just undergone edge breakdown in a 10nm-
thick SOI film UHV annealed at 750C for 100min.
islands at the edges of <100>-oriented SOI mesas in all of our samples. The average edge
island spacing results are plotted in Figure 6.18 versus SOI thickness. Although there is
scatter in the data, we do observe a general trend of a monotonic increase in the edge
island spacing with increasing SOI film thickness. Furthermore, we find that the
prediction for edge breakdown wavelength for SOI, assuming isotropic energies and a
contact angle of 730, from the model of Kan and Wong upon which we base our theory
for thickened dewetting edge breakdown, has reasonably good agreement with the
experimental data for edge breakdown in <100>-oriented SOI mesas, as shown in Figure
6.18. We believe that the scatter in the data is likely due to random initial edge roughness
pre-perturbations introduced by the relatively aggressive plasma Si etch that was used in
this study.
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The observed breakdown of thickened dewetting edges with a highly
characteristic wavelength and the observation of the average edge breakdown wavelength
in <100>-oriented mesa edges to be roughly proportional to the SOI film thickness
indicates that our isotropic model for thickened edge breakdown provides an accurate
description of the basic mechanism underlying edge breakdown in SOI films. However,
as discussed below, the significant increases in thickened edge stability against
breakdown and breakdown wavelength as the mesa-edge orientation moves away from
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Figure 6.18: Plot of average edge breakdown wavelength in (100)-oriented mesa edges versus SOI
thickness, with the line representing the relationship between edge breakdown wavelength and film
thickness for SOI predicted by the edge breakdown model of Kan and Wong.
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Extension of Edge Breakdown Model to Account for Surface Energy Anisotropy
As stated above, the edge breakdown wavelength has also been found to be
dependent on the SOI mesa edge orientation, reflecting the underlying anisotropy in the
surface energy of the top Si SOI film. As shown in Figure 6.19, the average edge
breakdown wavelength is shortest in SOI mesas with <100>-oriented edges and
monotonically increases as edge orientations approach the stable <110>-oriented edge,
for which uniform edge breakdown is not observed and thus uniform edge breakdown
wavelength extraction not impossible.
Although we do not have an explicit model to which we can fit this data, we can
understand this behavior in terms of the effect of silicon's surface energy anisotropy on
the Rayleigh instability breakdown of a thickening dewetting edge. Cahn 87 and Stolken
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Figure 6.19: Plot of average measured edge breakdown wavelength versus SOI mesa edge orientation
relative to the <110> orientation. <100>-oriented edges appear to have the minimum break down
wavelength, with a monotonic increase in the break down wavelength as the edge orientation approaches
the stable <110> orientation.
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Rayleigh instability breakdown of a solid cylinder by surface-diffusion. Assuming that
surface energy anisotropy only existed for plane orientations tilted along the axis of a
cylinder, Cahn derived an expression for the Rayleigh instability wavelength given by87
1
anisotropic isotropic + (6.4)
where kisotropic is the wavelength predicted for the case of surface energy isotropy, Ys is the
surface energy at the initial cylinder surface orientation, (p is the angle from normal to
the cylinder surface toward the cylinder axis, and is related to the curvature of the
0(p2
anisotropic surface energy plot at initial cylinder surface orientation for the material in
question. Stable facet orientations represent minima in the surface energy versus
orientation plot for a material. Thus, stable facets can typically have large positive values
of •2r . Furthermore, Glaeser and Stolken determined that for this situation, the ratio of
the characteristic evolution times for the anisotropic case to the isotropic case is given
by88
tanjyotropic = [l+ ] (6.5)
anisotropic 2
Equations 6.4 and 6.5 help explain why thickened edges at <1 10>-oriented mesa
edges in SOI are so resistant to breakdown by the thickened edge Rayleigh instability.
The low energy Si (111) and (311) facets that are formed at straight <1 10>-oriented
thickening retracting edges result in a large value of • for this orientation and thus a
long breakdown wavelength and evolution time are predicted. As patterned edge
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orientations get further away from the stable <110> orientation, this factor gets smaller or
even negative, resulting in much quicker thickened edge Rayleigh breakdown and shorter
edge break down wavelengths, as observed in Figure 6.19.
It is of note that a monotonic increase of the edge breakdown wavelength is
observed in going from <100> edge-orientations to <110> edge-orientations. As
discussed in Appendix A, straight edge-orientations in <310> directions, which lie
between <100> and <110>, can facet on the (311) planes that make large angle with the
(100) plane and thus would be expected to exhibit relatively high stability and longer
wavelengths relative to neighboring edge orientations if (311) planes are highly stable in
SOI. The <310>-oriented mesa edges included in this study, however, did not exhibit any
special stability. This would seem to indicate that the stability of the (111) plane dictates
anisotropic behavior in our SOI dewetting experiments, as opposed to (311) planes,
although (311) planes are indeed observed to be present at the most stable <110>-
oriented mesa edges. This behavior is not entirely clear at present and will be a subject of
future study.
Thus, we can see that the basic geometry and edge breakdown wavelength scaling
with the SOI film thickness observed in thickened edge breakdown in our work indicates
that SOI dewetting edge breakdown is generally well-described by our simple isotropic
thickened edge Rayleigh breakdown model. However, the significant increase in the edge
breakdown time and edge breakdown wavelength observed as mesa-edge orientation is
varied from the most unstable <100> orientation to the most stable <110>-orientation in
our (100)-oriented SOI films, can only be understood in terms of the anisotropic surface
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energy of Si and can be interpreted in terms of the enhanced stability of thickened mesa
edges that are bounded by stable Si facets against edge breakdown.
D. Kinetics of Dewetting Propagation via Void Finger Growth
Due to the highly uniform dewetting propagation fronts observed in <100>-
oriented patterned edges in SOI, we focus our study of the kinetics of dewetting
propagation via void finger propagatioin on <100> edge-oriented mesas. For each
annealed sample, the average dewetting front propagation distance in <100>-oriented
mesas was determined by extracting from SEM images the perpendicular distance from
the initial etched edge to the void finger tip for > 200 void fingers per sample. Figure
6.20 illustrates the evolution of the dewetting front propagation distance with increased
annealing time for a 20nm-thick bonded SOI film annealed at 750C for various times.
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 6.20: SEM micrographs illustrating the motion of the SOI dewetting propagation front with
continued annealing in 20nm-thick SOI samples UHV annealed at 750C. The average dewetting front




The extracted average void finger propagation distances for each sample, with
error bars representing the standard deviation in the measurements, are plotted in Figures
6.21 and 6.22 for 800C and 750C annealing temperatures, respectively. The good linear
fit with time of each SOI thickness/temperature edge propagation distance data set
indicates that dewetting propagation occurs at a constant rate in time. Therefore, a
constant propagation velocity value for each SOI thickness/temperature data set can be
extracted from the slope of these linear fits, as shown in Figures 6.21 and 6.22.
To determine the thickness dependence of the dewetting front propagation
velocity, we plot the dewetting front propagation velocity versus SOI thickness on a log-
log plot in Figure 6.23. The good linear fit of this data indicates an inverse power law
dependence of the dewetting propagation velocity, Vdewet, on SOI thickness
Vdewet oc hsi-n  (6.6)
with n=3.0-3.2.
This result is in close agreement with the inverse power law thickness dependence
with n=3 predicted by the isotropic Jiran and Thompson void finger propagation model
discussed in Chapter 4. The close agreement of the propagation velocity thickness scaling
observed in SOI dewetting indicates that the isotropic Jiran-Thompson model provides an
accurate description of void finger propagation in dewetting. Perhaps more interestingly,
the isotropic Jiran-Thompson model is able to predict the thickness dependence of
dewetting in a thin film system with anisotropic surface energies for the first time,
indicating the universality of this predicted scaling behavior.
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Figure 6.19: Plot of the average dewetting front propagation distance versus annealing time at <100>-
oriented patterned film edges UHV annealed at 800C.
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Figure 6.20: Plot of the average dewetting front propagation distance versus annealing time for <100>
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Figure 6.23: Plot of dewetting front propagation velocity versus SOI layer thickness indicating good
inverse power law fits of the propagation velocity with SOI thickness with n=3.0 at 800C and n=3.2 at
750C.
In Figure 6.24, we plot the propagation velocity in an Arrhenius plot to estimate
the activation energy of the velocity. From Figure 6.24, we extract activation energy
values of 2.7eV, 3.1eV, 2.6eV, and 3.0eV for 5, 10, 15, and 20nm films, respectively.
From these values, we estimate an activation energy for Si surface diffusion of 2.9±0.3eV
in the 750-800C temperature range.
As discussed in detail below, the propagating SOI void finger tip edges in this
study have been observed to facet on (111) and (311) planes. Thus, Si surface atoms
diffusing away from the void tip toward the neighboring flat film region must diffuse








transfer to the (100) plane, and subsequently diffuse along the (100) plane. The activation
energy of the rate limiting step amongst these will determine the activation energy of the
void finger propagation rate. However, of all of these surface transport processes, only
surface diffusion on (100) and (111) Si surfaces has been studied in the literature in any
detail.
Surface diffusion typically occurs via the diffusion of surface defects, such as
adatoms or surface vacancies. The activation energy for morphological evolution via the
surface diffusion of these defects Q, is the sum of the defect formation energy Qf and the
defect migration energy barrier Q,,,. Theoretical and experimental reports in the literature
on (100) Si surfaces indicate an adatom formation energy of -1.3eV 89 and an adatom
migration energy of -0.7-1.0eV 90 -9 3, indicating a range of Q, for surface diffusion on the
(100) Si surface of -2.0-2.3eV. Keeffe et al. studied the decay of the amplitude of an
etched step grating in a (100) Si surface during UHV annealing and extracted an
activation energy for (100) Si surface diffusion of 2.3±0.1eV, in reasonable agreement
with the range stated above. 94 Theoretical and experimental studies of (111) Si surfaces
have provide adatom Qf values in the range of -2.1-2.6eV 89" 95' 96 and Qm values of 1.1-
1.6eV,95,97-100 yielding a Qs range of 3.2-4.2eV. The higher adatom formation energy on
(111) Si surfaces can be understood in terms of the lower number of dangling bonds
present at the low energy closely packed (11I ) surface, which results in a surface adatom
having a larger number of dangling bonds and thus a higher formation energy. No
information is available for the other possible kinetic limiting steps for SOI dewetting
void finger propagation listed above.
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The large difference between the observed activation energy of 2.9+0.3eV and the
range of values for surface diffusion on the (100) Si surface of -2.0-2.3eV from the
literature indicates that (100) surface diffusion is not likely the limiting kinetic step in
void finger propagation in dewetting SOI films. The measured value is much more
consistent with the range of activation energy values for surface diffusion on the (111) Si
surface from the literature given by 3.2-4.2eV, indicating the possibility that void
propagation is limited by surface diffusion on (111) facets. However, due to the lack of
availability of data on the expected activation energies for the other potential rate limiting
steps in void finger propagation in SOI films listed above, we are not able to conclusively
determine the physical origin of the activation energy we have measured for this
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Figure 6.24: Arrhenius plot of the dewetting front propagation velocity. Activation energy values of 2.7eV,
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Extension of Void Finger Propagation Model to Account for Surface Energy Anisotropy
Here, we describe the clear anisotropic behavior observed in the void finger
formation and propagation process in SOI dewetting, in which void fingers are observed
to propagate exclusively in <100> in-plane directions, and propose a novel model for
anisotropic void finger propagation.
Close inspection of the void tip geometry has allowed us to identify the presence
of slightly edge-thickened <110>-oriented straight film edge segments at void tips
formed during void tip propagation, regardless of the initial mesa-edge orientation, as
shown in 6.25 and 6.26. This faceted tip geometry and a steady-state edge thickening
geometry are observed with time at all void tips. Similar to what we have observed for
uniformly thickening and retracting film edges at <110>-oriented mesa edges, the <110>-
oriented edge segments at void tips are found to be bounded by stable (111) and (311)
facets.
Figure 6.25: SEM image of the dewetting propagation front from a < 100>-oriented patterned SOI edge in
20nm-thick SOI annealed at 750C for 4150min. The void tips exhibit clear formation of < 110>-oriented
edge segments, stable against breakdown due to their ability to form stable (11 1) and (311) facets.
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Figure 6.26: Series of SEM images of propagating void fronts in a single sample originating from patterned
SOI mesas having different edge orientations. It can clearly be seen that regardless of the original mesa
edge orientation, void tips form facets that intersect the substrate in the <110> in-plane directions. This
allows for the formation of low energy ( 11) and (311) facets at the void tip.
We propose here an anisotropic extension of the isotropic Jiran-Thompson model
for void finger propagation that explains how the anisotropic surface energy of a
dewetting thin film material results in the propagation of void fingers preferentially in
particular crystallographic directions.
We propose that the anisotropic dewetting behavior observed in void finger
propagation in single-crystal anisotropic films is dictated by the detailed anisotropic
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Figure 6.27: Schematic birds-eye view of a faceted void tip in SOI, looking from the void finger side
toward the void finger growth direction. Straight <l 10>-oriented film edge segments are formed due to
their ability to expose the stable (111) and (311) Si planes. The retraction of these faceted void tip edges
perpendicular to themselves (shown in red), as observed in <110>-oriented patterned mesa edges during the















Figure 6.28: Schematic top-down view illustration of our proposed anisotropic void finger propagation
mechanism. The black arrows indicate the motion of <110>-edge-oriented void tip edge segments
perpendicular to their edge direction via uniform edge retraction. The dotted lines indicate the new void tip
front position after this motion, indicating how uniform retraction of these edge segments results in net void
propagation in the <100> direction and the formation of <100>-oriented void fingers due to the










morphological evolution mechanism that occurs at void finger tips. Under our model, the
detailed steady-state morphology developed at void finger tips is determined by the most
energetically stable in-plane film edge orientations available in a given anisotropic thin
film system. These preferred in-plane stable edge orientations formed at void tips should
be identical to the in-plane mesa edge orientations found to most stable against edge
breakdown, indicating a unity of the anisotropic behavior of film edge breakdown and
void finger propagation.
In our SOI dewetting study, this preferred in-plane stable edge orientation has
been found to be the <110> in-plane edge orientation, which facets readily on the stable
Si ( 111) and (311) planes. This film edge orientation has been observed to be both the
most stable against breakdown at straight patterned mesa edges, as well as to be present
at propagating void finger tips, as shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.26. Figure 6.27 shows a
schematic illustration indicating the morphology and faceting observed in SOI voids tips.
As illustrated in Figures 6.27 and 6.28, we propose that void finger tip
propagation occurs via the uniform retraction of the <110> edge-oriented tip edge
segments perpendicular to themselves in the <110> direction via a process akin to the
uniform edge thickening and retraction that has been observed at <110>-oriented mesa
edges and described in Chapter 4. However, as shown in Figure 6.27, retracting edges at
void tips are able to maintain a steady state profile and edge thickness due to the creation
of new edge regions at the void tip and sinking of edge material to the Si fingers that are
formed between void fingers as void tip edge segments in neighboring void fingers
impinge upon each another. This ability to maintain a steady-state edge profile, as
opposed to the continuously thickening edge profile observed for edge thickening and
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retraction at a <110>-oriented mesa edge, allows <110>-oriented void tip edges to
maintain a constant retraction velocity. As shown in Figure 6.28, under this model the
retraction of the <110>-oriented void finger tip edges perpendicular to themselves at a
given void finger tip results in a net growth of the void finger in the <100> in-plane
direction. Similarly, the impingement of <110>-oriented void finger tip edges in adjacent
void fingers upon one another during edge retraction in <110> directions results in the
formation of <100>-oriented Si fingers between propagating void finger tips.
This void finger tip-focused model for anisotropic void finger propagation in
single-crystal dewetting films with anisotropic surface energy represents a significant
departure from previously posed models. Past authors have focused on the importance of
the formation of the most stable Si facets at the sidewalls of the Sifingers that are formed
between propagating void fingers, ignoring the role played by faceting at the propagating
void finger tip.4'71 Our careful study of the anisotropic void finger tip geometry,
combined with our systematic study of the effect of in-plane SOI mesa-edge orientation
on edge breakdown, has lead us to conclude that it is faceting on low energy planes at the
propagating void tip that determines the geometries that are physically observed in
anisotropic dewetting.
Summary
Through a systematic study of dewetting in (100)-oriented SOI films as a function
of SOI film thickness and in-plane mesa-edge orientation, we have provided a number of
key new insights into the nature of SOI dewetting in particular, and dewetting in single-
crystal anisotropic thin films in general. Our study indicates that the qualitative dewetting
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behavior and the kinetic scaling dependencies observed in dewetting in the anisotropic
SOI dewetting system are consistent with what is predicted by our isotropic 5-step
surface-energy-driven dewetting model. The edge thickening and retraction distance at
<110>-oriented mesa edges was found to scale with the square root of time and the
inverse power of the top Si film thickness, the edge breakdown wavelength in <100>-
oriented mesa edges was found to be proportional to the top Si film thickness, and the
void finger propagation velocity was found to be constant in time and proportional to the
inverse cubic power of the Si film thickness, all as predicted by our isotropic surface-
energy-driven dewetting model.
However, we have also observed that the detailed dewetting behavior in SOI
films is highly dependent upon the underlying anisotropic surface energy of Si, with the
preferred exposure of the most stable (111) and (311) Si planes determining anisotropic
SOI dewetting behavior. We have found that in (100)-oriented SOI layers, the stability of
these planes results in the formation of stable <1 10>-oriented film edges which allow for
the exposure of these stable planes and that the retraction of these edges, whether at the
thickening retracting straight film edges of <110>-oriented edges or at the <110>-
oriented retracting edges observed to be present at propagating void finger tips, dictates
the anisotropic geometries observed in SOI dewetting.
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III. Comparison of Dewetting Kinetics in Bonded and SIMOX SOI
We also present here for the first time a conclusive comparison of the kinetics of
SOI dewetting in bonded and SIMOX SOI films having identical film thicknesses.
Bonded and SOI samples of identical 20nm SOI thickness were annealed together at
750C for 1780min and 2820min. As can be seen from the side-by-side SEM images in
Figures 6.29 and 6.30, we have observed that bonded and SIMOX films exhibit nearly
identical dewetting kinetics, with evolution rates determined only by the SOI thickness
and annealing conditions.
Figure 6.29: SEM images comparing dewetting behavior at <100> edge-oriented mesas in 20nm-thick
bonded and SIMOX SOI films annealed under identical conditions of 750C, 1780min. The nearly identical
dewetting front propagation distances indicate that dewetting behavior in the two films is identical for the
same SOI thickness and annealing conditions.
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Figure 6.30: SEM images comparing dewetting behavior at <100> edge-oriented mesas in 20nm-thick
bonded and SIMOX SOI films annealed under identical conditions of 750C, 2820min. The nearly identical
dewetting front propagation distances indicate that dewetting behavior in the two films is identical for the
same SOI thickness and annealing conditions.
IV. Stabilizing SOI Structures Against Dewetting via Mesa-Edge Coverage
We now turn our attention to a novel method we have developed for stabilizing
patterned SOI structures against dewetting, as will be required to enable the deployment
of fully-depleted transistors by the IC industry.
Figure 6.31 demonstrates the effectiveness of the dielectric edge coverage
stabilization method invented in this thesis work. This 14.8nm-thick SOI mesa with
partial edge coverage was UHV annealed at 800C for 90min, a condition known to result
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in dewetting in uncovered 15nm-thick SOI mesa structures. Due to a fortuitous mask
misalignment during the BOE SiO 2 etching process to expose the middle of the SOI mesa,
the SOI mesa shown in Figure 6.31 had some of its edge regions covered with a
stabilizing capping SiO 2 film, while other edge regions were not covered. The covered
edges can clearly be seen to have been stable against dewetting, while the uncovered
regions were not, wonderfully demonstrating the effectiveness of the dielectric edge-
coverage SOI stabilization method. The method is ideal for the critical raised
source/drain Si selective epitaxy step, as it allows for the exposure of the Si surface to the
ambient for epitaxial growth.
A second important concept we propose for stabilizing SOI films against
dewetting is use of patterned structures with edges parallel to in plane <110> directions
in (100)-oriented SOI films. As reported in detail above, due to the easily accessible low
energy (Ill ) and (311) facets for edges parallel to <110> directions, these edges exhibit
extremely high stability against edge breakdown. However, inevitably other edge
orientations will be exposed at corners in such patterned structures. If the use of edge
coverage stabilization around the complete edge of patterned structures is not desirable, it
may be sufficient to just have edge coverage at the corners of patterned mesa structures
with edges parallel to the stable <110> mesa directions.
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Thermal Si 2 Ring
Thermal SiO2 Covered
Si Mesa Reqion
Figure 6.31: SEM micrograph demonstrating the effectiveness of the dielectric edge-coverage stabilization
technique. The misaligned thermal oxide ring SOI mesa edge-coverage structure shows that SOI mesa edge
regions without the edge coverage layer are unstable to dewetting, while covered regions are stable.
Figure 6.32: Zoomed in view of the dielectric edge stabilization result shown in Figure 6.26.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
The groundwork laid in the fundamental study of (100)-oriented ultra-thin SOI
films presented in this thesis points to a number of interesting opportunities for future
research, particularly in the areas of anisotropic dewetting science and directed self-
assembly of Si nanostructures via anisotropic dewetting.
Opportunities abound to push our understanding of dewetting science forward
following up on the results of this thesis work. Due to the highly controlled nature of
single-crystal thin films-on-insulator, they appear to offer ideal materials systems for
fundamental studies of dewetting.
Perhaps the greatest research opportunity available as an outgrowth of the work
presented in this thesis is the opportunity to study anisotropic dewetting further to ideally
lead to the development of a general theory directly relating the geometry and kinetics of
anisotropic dewetting in any single-crystal thin film layer to its Wulff shape. A
systematic study of anisotropic dewetting in patterned mesa structures with various in-
plane orientations in (110), (111), (110), and (311)-oriented SOI layers performed in a
single UHV system with a consistent cleaning and annealing procedure would reveal the
fundamental elements of anisotropic dewetting in the model SOI system and likely enable
the development of a more complete theory of anisotropic dewetting. Furthermore, ultra-
thin single-crystal Ge-on-insulator layers have recently become available for study. A
systematic annealing study of dewetting in Ge-on-insulator would enable the beginning
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of the development of an understanding of anisotropic dewetting in Group IV materials in
general.
Another interesting potential future area of SOI dewetting research relates to the
effect of surfactants on dewetting kinetics. There is evidence in the literature that
hydrogen has a strong surfactant effect on Si surfaces, greatly modifying facet surface
energies and the surface diffusion coefficient. 1 ',102 Furthermore, as discussed in
Appendix B, Ge appears to have some very interesting surfactant effects on SOI
dewetting kinetics as well. A fundamental study of the kinetics of SOT dewetting under
various hydrogen pressures and Ge coverages would allow for the extraction of SOI
dewetting kinetic dewetting parameters to carefully study the effects of these surfactants
on SOl dewetting.
A particularly exciting idea for future work in SOI dewetting is in the area of
templated self-assembly of Si nanostructures. The observed order present in the Si island
and finger structures formed by anisotropic dewetting in our annealing study of SOI films,
especially in <100>-edge oriented mesas, was striking. However, significant scatter in the
edge breakdown wavelength of dewetting was observed, we believe, due to random
roughness introduced at the film edge by the somewhat aggressive plasma Si mesa etch
used in this study. Our results highlight the importance of the initial mesa-edge geometry
in determining the average value and the scatter in the values of the edge breakdown
wavelength during dewetting. We propose a dewetting study in which a sinusoidal edge
bias is used to template the edge breakdown wavelength in dewetting. By using edge bias
profiles having different wavelengths, we believe that the Rayleigh breakdown
wavelength of dewetting breakdown at a mesa edge can be controlled. As, according to
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our model, controlling the wavelength should lead to control over the whole dewetting
geometry, this concept could provide a technique for making ordered Si nanostructures of
precise, controlled geometries. Furthermore, by biasing the edge breakdown with a single
wavelength, the scatter in the edge breakdown wavelength would be expected to be




This thesis has focused on illuminating the basic physical mechanisms of
anisotropic dewetting in ultra-thin SOI films. In this work, we developed a 5-step
surface-energy-driven dewetting model for SOI dewetting based upon the capillary film
edge instability and the generalized Rayleigh instability. The five steps in this model are:
1.) supercritical film void formation, 2.) uniform film edge thickening and retraction, 3.)
thickened film edge breakdown, 4.) film void finger formation and propagation, and 5.)
film finger breakdown. Furthermore, we made an original contribution to the theory of
dewetting in thin solid films by modeling and developing an expression for the edge
retraction distance at an initially straight patterned film edge for the first time, predicting
a square root dependence on time and an inverse dependence on film thickness.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that our surface-energy-driven model was able to well
explain all of the key experimental observations in the existing SOI literature. Using
basic thermodynamic arguments and physical reasoning, we refuted the consensus theory
in the existing literature that SOI dewetting is driven by a stress-driven morphological
instability.
We also presented the results of a careful dewetting study in (100)-oriented ultra-
thin SOI layers with thicknesses in the range of 5-35nm, designed to quantitatively
measure dewetting kinetics in SOI and to reveal as much new information about
anisotropic dewetting in SOI films as possible. Through the use of a final HF dip in our
UHV anneal pre-clean, we were able to observe the kinetics of SOI dewetting without
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their being convoluted with the kinetics of SiO2 desorption, as had been the case in all
previous SOT dewetting studies. Through the study of dewetting in patterned SOI mesas,
we were able to study the kinetics of SOI dewetting in a controlled way, as opposed to
the existing work in which dewetting of initially flat continuous films was studied,
representing a convolution of uncontrolled void nucleation and dewetting growth kinetics.
In our study, we observed highly anisotropic dewetting behavior that was very
sensitive to patterned mesa edge orientation. <100> in-plane-oriented SOl mesas were
found to be the least stable against edge breakdown, while <110> in-plane-oriented
mesas were found to be highly stable against edge breakdown and void finger formation
and growth. Due to the enhanced stability of <110> in-plane-oriented SOI mesa edges,
we were able for the first time to quantitatively measure the kinetics of the initial uniform
edge thickening and retraction phase of thin film dewetting and found that the edge
retraction distance depended on the square root of time and the inverse of the film
thickness, as predicted by our edge thickening and retraction model. Due to the uniform
and reliable edge breakdown observed in <100> in-plane-oriented SOI mesas, by
measuring the dewetting front propagation distance after edge breakdown in these mesas
for various experimental conditions, we were able to accurately measure dewetting (void
finger) front propagation velocities and found that the propagation velocity depends on
the negative third power of the film thickness, agreeing with the film void propagation
theory of Jiran and Thompson used in our proposed dewetting model. Furthermore, we
extracted an activation energy for the dewetting front propagation rate of 2.9±0.3eV,
agreeing reasonably well with the activation energy for surface diffusion on the (111) Si
surface plane, but not definitively identifying this as the rate limiting kinetic process in
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dewetting front propagation. Furthermore, we also observed that dewetting void fingers
formed preferentially in <100> in-plane directions and found that stable <1lO10>-oriented
edge segments were formed at propagating void tips. We propose for the first time that
the preferred anisotropic void finger propagation directions in anisotropic dewetting are
not determined by the lowest energy available to the sidewalls of the film fingers that are
left behind by void finger growth, but rather by the lowest energy configuration available
at the growing void tip. We also propose for the first time that void finger formation is
the result of the intersection of retracting void tip edge segments that undergo continuous
retraction perpendicular to themselves and that observed void finger orientations in
anisotropic dewetting are completely determined by this process.
We also demonstrated definitively for the first time that dewetting kinetics in
bonded and SOI films are identical, depending only on the SOI layer thickness. We also
invented and demonstrated the effectiveness of the dielectric edge-coverage technique for
stabilizing patterned SOI structures against dewetting, a technique that we hope will be
valuable to the IC industry as it attempts to deploy its next generation of transistors using
the ultra-thin SOI materials platform.
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Appendix A
Anisotropic Surface Energies in SOI Films
In this section, we briefly review the anisotropic surface energy properties of
silicon in order to motivate and explain the anisotropic extensions of our isotropic
dewetting model described in Chapter 6.
From both the experimental and theoretical literature, the stable facets of Si have
been determined to be (1 11), (311), (110), and (100). 63-65 All of this literature puts these
facet energies in the 1-2 J/m 2 range. Jaccodine used Si crack propagation experiments to
perform the only experimental measurement of an absolute surface energy in Si: 1.23
J/m 2 for the (111) plane. 103 However, the literature is inconsistent in its evaluation of
which of these facets are most stable. All available experimental studies of Si surface
facet energies, outside of that performed by Jaccodine, were performed by the
observation of presumably equilibrium Si particle or void shapes and the use of the Wulff
construction. At 600C, Follstaedt studied equilibrium-shaped voids in Si and found the
(111) facets to have lowest energy, followed by (110) and (100), with 7% and 9% higher
energy, respectively. 64 Interestingly, he did not observe stable (311) facets. Eaglesham et
al. studied equilibrium-shaped Si voids annealed at 700C and found (111) facet to have
lowest energy, followed by (100), (311), and (110), with 10, 12, and 16% higher energies
respectively.63 In contrast to these two studies, Bermond et al. studied the equilibrium
shape of 1050C-annealed Si pillars to determine that the (100) facet is the lowest in
energy, followed by (311), (110), and (111), with 1, 2, and 3% higher energies
respectively.65
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The literature on the anisotropic surface energies in Si is inconclusive and
inconsistent in terms of predicting the relative stability of Si surface facets. However, our
experimental results in SOI dewetting, along with the results of other authors, indicate
that the (111) and (311) planes dominate SOI dewetting behavior, indicating that (111)
and (311) planes are the most stable planes for the UHV annealing conditions and 750-
1200C temperature range used in our SOI dewetting work and that from the literature.
Therefore, we focus here on illuminating the key geometrical aspects of (l11) and (311)
with respect to dewetting in (100)-oriented SOI films.
Figure A. 1 shows the normal vectors of all of the (111) and (311) Si planes for
one octant of three-space. (Due to the four-fold crystalline symmetry of Si about the [001]
axis and the inverse symmetry of the Si crystal, this octant fully describes all (111) and
(311) planes in Si). Let us consider the [001] in Figure A.1 to represent the surface
normal direction of a (100)-oriented SOI film. We can see from this figure that there is
one type of (111) plane and two distinct types of (311) planes for a (100)-oriented SOI
film, with the normal vector of the (113) plane shown in Figure A. 1 making a larger
angle with the (001) film surface plane and the normal vectors of the (311) and (131)
planes making a shallower angle with the (001) film surface plane. Figure A.2 shows the
traces (or intersections) of these facet planes with the (001) film surface plane. The (111)
and (311) planes are seen to intersect the (001) film surface plane in the <110> direction,
while the (311) and (131) planes are seen to intersect the (001) film surface plane in the
< 1 30 > and < 310 > directions, respectively. These intersection directions dictate the
SOI mesa-edge orientations that can facet on stable { 111 } and {311 }-type planes while





Figure A. 1: Schematic illustration showing the normal vectors of { Ill } and {311 } planes in Si. The [001]










Figure A.2: Schematic illustration showing the traces (lines of intersection) of 111 } and {311 } planes in
Si with the surface of (100)-oriented SOI films. The (I 11) and (113) facets intersect the surface in the same








SOI films there are 4 in-plane <110> straight mesa-edge orientations that allow for the
exposure of (111) and (113)-type facets, while there are 8 in-plane <310>-type straight
mesa-edge orientations that allow for the exposure of (311)/(131)-type facets.
Assuming that ({111 and {3111 facets are the most stable in Si for the UHV
annealing conditions used in our SOI dewetting study and those performed in the
literature, we have thus identified the <110> and <310>-type film-edge orientations in
(100)-oriented SOI films to be special orientations that can allow for the exposure of
these stable Si facets while maintaining straight film edges.
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Appendix B
Effect of Ge Coverage on Dewetting in SOI Films
In this appendix, we report on the effect the presence of a thin deposited layer of
Ge on the SOI surface has on the SOI dewetting process. We have found that the
deposition of a Ge layer on an SOI film during UHV annealing results in 1.) a new
dewetting initiation mechanism in flat continuous SOI film regions that occurs at Ge
islands formed on the SOI layer and 2.) a significant enhancement of SOI dewetting
kinetics.
We report our observations on the effect of Ge coverage on SOI dewetting here
in an appendix due to the fact that these results were obtained via uncontrolled,
inadvertent Ge deposition during UHV annealing and were performed on SOI samples
not possessing the range of in-plane patterned mesa-edge orientations used in the careful
SOT dewetting study described in the body of this thesis. However, due to the interesting
effects this inadvertent Ge deposition had on dewetting in ultra-thin SOI films, we report
our observations of the effect of the presence of Ge on SOI dewetting here for the benefit
of other researchers.
Inadvertent Ge deposition occurred in the first SOI dewetting experiments
performed in this work due to the presence of Ge on the walls of the quartz tube in the
hot-walled UHV-CVD system used in this work, due to the previous use of the system for
the growth of Ge layers on Si wafers using GeH4 as a source gas. During our first UHV
annealing experiments, this Ge on the quartz tube walls served as an unintentional
evaporation source for Ge, resulting in Ge deposition on the annealed SOI samples.
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(Note: Prior to the performance of the UHV annealing study reported in the body of this
thesis, this Ge contamination issue was remediated by coating the walls of the UHV-
CVD furnace with > 0lpm of Si to serve as a cap on the Ge layer. Energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of the
surfaces of SOI samples UHV annealed after this Si quartz tube wall coating procedure
confirmed that no Ge contamination was present in samples annealed after this procedure
was performed.)
Furthermore, dewetting initiation was only studied at <110> in-plane-oriented
film edges in the SOI samples studied with the presence of Ge on the UHV-CVD furnace
walls, as we had not yet introduced the use of various in-plane oriented Si mesa edges at
this point in our study. Thus, only etched and cleaved <1 10>-oriented SOI edges were
studied under Ge deposition conditions.
The uncontrolled nature of these UHV SOI annealing experiments with Ge
deposition precluded the performance of a detailed kinetic study of the effect of Ge on
SOI dewetting kinetics. However, we describe the key qualitative observations we have
made on the effect of Ge deposition on SOI dewetting below.
Effect of Ge Deposition on SOI Dewetting Initiation in Flat Continuous Film Regions
Deposition of Ge during UHV annealing has been found to result in a new
mechanism for SOI dewetting initiation in initially flat continuous SOI film regions in
which initiation occurs at deposited Ge islands. Deposition of Ge on Si surfaces at
sufficiently high temperatures is well known to result in monolayer Ge coverage of the Si
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surface and Ge island formation via the Volmer-Weber thin film growth mode.' 0 4 As
shown in Figure B.1, deposition of Ge from the furnace tube walls during UHV annealing
results in the formation of a high density of Ge islands on the SOI surface. Deposition of
Ge during annealing has also been observed to result in local dewetting initiation and
growth in initially flat continuous SOI film regions, as shown in Figure B. . The SEM
micrographs in Figure B.2 show more clearly the film morphology at these dewetting
initiation sites. The islands on the SOI surface and islands present in the middle of the
circular SOI dewetting region, shown in Figure B.2(a), were confirmed to be Ge islands
via energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements. Figure B.2 clearly shows that dewetting initiation in initially flat
continuous SOI film regions occurs at film locations where particularly large Ge islands
are present. Careful examination of the Ge surface islands in Figure B.2(a) shows a thin
dark ring surrounding each island, representing a local trench formed in the SOI film
around the base of the Ge islands. We speculate that high local stress values in the SOI
film region immediately adjacent to the Ge island edges, caused by the high lattice-
mismatch between Ge and Si, result in the formation and growth of these trenches,
ultimately resulting in the uncovering of the underlying SiO 2 layer and creating a
supercritical film void that is unstable to growth by surface-energy-driven dewetting.
Figure B.2(b) shows the very initial growth stage immediately after critical void
formation by this mechanism at a Ge island on the SOI film surface.
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Figure B.1: Optical micrograph of an SOI sample UHV annealed under Ge deposition conditions, showing
Ge islands formed on the SOI surface and a high density of SOI dewetting initiation sites in initially flat
continuous SOI regions. 50nm SOI film UHV annealed at 800C for 216min.
(a) (b)
Figure B.2: SEM micrographs showing initiation of SOI dewetting at Ge islands in initially flat continuous
SOI regions. 50nm SOI film UHV annealed at 800C for 120min.
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Figure B.3: Composite optical micrograph illustrating the nature of SOI dewetting initiation and growth in
<110>-oriented patterned SOI mesa structures during UHV annealing under Ge deposition conditions. The
blue regions are regions where the top Si layer has been etched away, the yellow regions represent
undewetted SOI film regions, and the dark lines bordering these two regions and the small dark circles
represent dewetting SOI regions. A region where dewetting initiation in initially flat non-edge SOI film
regions is excluded can clearly be seen to exist at each patterned SOI mesa edge, resulting non-edge related
SOI dewetting initiation being completely suppressed in SOI mesas with widths 5 100 tm. 35nm SOI film
UHV annealed at 850C for 62min.
Here, we describe another very interesting observation related to the Ge island-induced
dewetting initiation mechanism in flat continuous non-edge SOI film regions. At any
cleaved or patterned SOI mesa edge, this Ge island-induced dewetting initiation
mechanism is found to be completely suppressed for flat continuous film regions within a
specified distance from an edge, as shown in Figure B.3, creating a border of "dewetting
initiation exclusion" next to all patterned mesa edges. As seen in Figure B.3, this
dewetting initiation edge exclusion effect has the result that SOI dewetting in non-edge
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film regions is completely suppressed in patterned SOI mesas having widths below a
critical value. In Figure B.3, complete suppression is observed for SOI mesas with widths
< 50ptm.




Figure B.4: Composite SEM micrograph showing the same dewetting initiation exclusion in flat continuous
film regions next to mesa film edges as in Figure B.3. The red box marked A is the location where the
close-up SEM micrograph in Figure B.5 was taken and the blue box marked B is the location where the
SEM micrograph in Figure B.6 was taken. 35nm SOI film UHV annealed at 850C for 30min.
Figure B.4 is a composite SEM micrograph illustrating this same edge exclusion
effect. Figure B.5 shows a zoomed in view of the portion of the 200gim wide SOI mesa
shown in the red box in Figure B.4 marked with the letter A, while Figure B.6 shows a
zoomed in view of the 50pm wide SOI mesa shown in the blue box marked with the
letter B in Figure B.4.
From Figure B.5, taken at the edge of a 200gm wide SOI mesa, it can be seen that
Ge island formation has been suppressed over a distance of -30tm from the patterned
edge, along with non-edge dewetting initiation suppression. In Figure B.6, showing a
50am wide SOI mesa, Ge island formation and attendant dewetting initiation in non-edge
film regions are observed to be completely suppressed. We believe that this complete
suppression can be understood to be the result of the overlap of the two -301am wide Ge
island formation exclusion regions from each mesa side.
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Figure B.5: SEM micrograph of the portion of the 200pm wide SOI mesa identified by the red box marked
A in Figure B.4. A region of Ge island formation and dewetting initiation exclusion is observed to extend
-30tim from the SOI mesa edge.
Figure B.6: SEM micrograph of the region on the 50ptm wide SOI mesa identified by the blue box marked
B in Figure B4. Ge island formation and attendant dewetting initiation on non-edge film regions is
observed to be completely suppressed.
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Due to our inability to perform a controlled study of this edge exclusion effect, we
can only speculate as to its origin. One plausible theory is that somehow SOI mesa edges
getter Ge atoms from the SOI surface, thus removing Ge atoms present within a surface
diffusion distance of SOI mesa edges and preventing the nucleation and growth of Ge
islands. However, the exact origin of this fascinating effect is currently unknown and will
be a subject of future study.
Effect of Ge Deposition on SOI Dewetting Kinetics
The presence of Ge on the SOI film surface has also been found to significantly
enhance SOI dewetting kinetics. Although we did not perform SOI UHV annealing
experiments under identical conditions with and without Ge to directly determine the
effect of Ge on SOI dewetting kinetics, Figure B.7 provides a clear illustration of the
large enhancement in SOI dewetting kinetics that results from the presence of a Ge layer
on the SOI film surface. Figure B.7(a) shows the dewetting evolution at an etched <1 10>-
oriented Ge-free SOI mesa edge in a 35nm-thick film UHV annealed at 800C for
1310min, while Figure B.7(b) shows the evolution at a cleaved <110>-oriented Ge-
covered SOI sample edge in a 50nm-thick film UHV annealed at the same temperature
for 125min. The Ge-covered sample can be seen to have undergone significantly more
dewetting evolution than the Ge-free sample, even though the Ge-covered SOI film is
significantly thicker and has been annealed for approximately an order of magnitude less
time, indicating a significant enhancement of SOI dewetting due to Ge coverage. Again,
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(a) (b)
Figure B.7: SEM micrographs of dewetting at SOI film edges illustrating the significant enhancement of
SOI dewetting kinetics caused by the presence of a Ge layer on the SOI surface. a) <110>-oriented
patterned edge in a 35nm-thick Ge-free SOI mesa after UHV annealing at 800C for 1310min. b.) <110>-
oriented cleaved edge in a 50nm-thick Ge-covered SOI mesa after UHV annealing at 800C for 125min. The
edge breakdown and significant dewetting front propagation observed in the Ge-covered sample relative to
the Ge-free sample, even though the Ge-covered sample is significantly thicker and has been annealed for
approximately an order of magnitude less time, indicates that the presence of Ge on an SOI surface greatly
enhances SOI dewetting kinetics.
due to our inability to perform controlled kinetic studies to quantitatively compare the
difference in dewetting kinetics between Ge-covered and Ge-free SOI samples, we can
only speculate as to the origin of this Ge-related enhancement of SOI dewetting kinetics.
We speculate that the presence of Ge on the SOI top Si surface increases the Si surface
diffusion coefficient, perhaps by allowing Si surface atoms to exchange to the top of the
Ge-coated surface where the weaker Si-Ge bond relative to the Si-Si bond allows for
easier Si surface diffusion and increased dewetting evolution rates. Again, this presents
an interesting subject for future study.
Another quite interesting observed effect of the presence of Ge on SOI dewetting
kinetics is that the edge dewetting propagation distance in <110>-edge-oriented SOI
mesas is found to decrease with decreasing mesa width below a critical mesa width, as
















Figure B.8: SEM micrographs showing the decrease in the edge dewetting propagation distance with
decreasing patterned SOI mesa width in Ge-covered samples. 35nm SOI UHV annealed at 850C for 30min.
SOI mesa widths are: a.) 50tm, b.) 25pm, c.) 20tm, and d.) 13tm.
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850C for 30 min shown in Figure B.8, we measured the average edge dewetting
propagation distance in rectangular mesas like those shown in Figure B.8 and in square
mesas as well. These results are plotted in Figure B.9. Quite interestingly, the critical
mesa width below which decreases in the edge dewetting propagation distance is very
similar to the critical mesa width below which complete Ge island formation and non-
edge dewetting initiation suppression was observed in this sample, indicating that the two
effects are somehow linked. However, at this time the origin of this effect remains
unknown. Furthermore, the origin of the more pronounced decrease in the dewetting edge
propagation distance in Ge-covered square SOI mesas relative to rectangular mesas is
currently unknown as well. This interesting dewetting behavior in Ge-covered SOI films
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Figure B.9: Plot of the measured average edge dewetting propagation distance in etched <I 10>-edge-
oriented Ge-covered 35n-thick SOI mesas annealed at 850C for 30min. A pronounced decrease in the edge
dewetting propagation distance is observed below the same critical 50[tm mesa width for which complete
Ge island formation suppression and non-edge dewetting suppression was observed. The origin of this
effect remains unknown and will be a subject of future study.
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